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First National Bank Buys GAR Hall, Copper Kettle For New Building
First Major Change In Business District For
Nearly Decade To Be Colonial Brick Building
President Hubert A. Hauck of
the First National Bank of Port
land announced Friday afternoon
the plans for the construction ol
a brick. Colonial design bank
building on the site of the Copper
Kettle and Grand Army Hall in
Rockland. The structure will
house the First National's Rock- i
land branch offices, until recent
months the First National Bank
of Rockland. The two banks
merged March 31 of this year.
The sale of the site of the new
bank structure was carried out
through the James Cousens real
estate agency. The Copper Kettle
was purchased from Mrs. Pa
tricia Huntley of Rockland while
the Grand Army Hall was sold by
the Civil War Memorial Associa
tion. Both buildings will be razed
to make room for the new build
ing.
j
The bank offered the Civil War

Memorial Association $35,000 for
its property, plus the costs of
moving the Soldiers' and Sailors’
Monument to a new location
chosen by the Association. While
the amount paid for the Copper
Kettle was not revealed, the prop
erty had been on the market for
some months at a figure reported
in the vicinity of $35,000.
The area is bounded by Lime
rock Street to the north; School
Street to the South; Union Street
to the west and by Post Office
Square to the east. The section
contains approximately 19,000
square feet. The two lots meas
ure 153 feet on Limerock Street,
101 feet on Union Street, 160 feet
on School Street and 136 feet
across Post Office Square.
The proposal to purchase was
placed before the Civil War
Memorial Association trustees
three weeks ago by Cousens who
at that time was not free to re
veal the identity of the prospec
tive purchaser. He offered a de

posit of $1,000 to bind the possible
deal: offered to relocate the
Soldiers and Sailors Monument at
the purchaser's expense and as
sist the association in establish
ing itself in a new home.
The Richard Leavitt residence
at 104 Limerock Street was then
available as a possible GAR Hall.
I The trustees have since inspected
the home and apparently plan to
buy it at $16,500. It was pointed
out at the meeting during which
the GAR Hall purchase was
offered that the Civil War Memo
rial Association could buy the
home; remodel it and then have
sufficient funds left with which
to establish an irrevocable trust
for maintenance of the building in
I the years ahead.
Hauck said that a one or two
story brick building will be con
structed on the lot and will have
a drive-in banking window for
persons in their cars as well as
modern banking facilities inside.
The area will permit construe- |

City Farm Barn Blaze Draws Big
9 Crowd To Lake Avenue Wednesday

tion of ample parking facilities
about the new building for cus
tomers and employees of the
bank.
The razing of the two old
wooden buildings will continue the
pattern which has been forming
in that area of the city’s busi
ness section for some years. The
new brick banking institution will
fit into the construction picture
set by the Community Building
Knox Hospital, Court House, Tele
phone Building, and the Post
Office.
Hauck said that plans for the
new building have yet to be
drawn, but that bank officers
have reached a decision as to
the type of structure with other
details yet to be worked out with
architects.
The bank owns the building
w’hich it now occupies on Main
Street and presumably will Put
it on the real estate market as
the new building nears comple
tion.

Twenty-Eight
Are On Dean's
List At Maine

ORONO—Twenty-eight students
The aerial view above shows the complete area involved in
which faces the park area bounded by Union at the left, Lime
from the Coastal Area weie
the transaction this week between the First National Bank of
rock and School Streets. The Soldiers and Sailors Monument
among 723 who were named to
Portland, the Civil War Memorial Association and Mrs. Patricia
is in the center of the park area. Both buildings will be vacated
the Dean’s List for marks which
Huntley. The Copper Kettle is the larger building at the right
soon and then razed to make way for construction of a Colonial
they received during the spring
which extends from School Street in the foreground to Limerock
type brick structure which will house the Rockland office of the
Street
in
the
background
and
faces
on
Post
Office
Square
at
the
semester at the University of
First National Bank of Portland.
right. The GAR Hall is the smaller structure at Ihe center left
Maine. David M. Hodson of
Photo by Adolphsen
North Whitefield was one of 15
at the University who received
appleton hires rockland
all A’s.
In order to be named to the
MAN AS FIRST PRINCIPAL
Dean's List, a student must re
ceive an average grade of B or
OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
better.
Camden: Charles C. Heald.
APPLETON - For the first
The board also has hired Ken
Virginia E. Ulmer, Elaine T
time in history Appleton will neth Orcutt of Rockland who will
Hoffses, Richard A. Nash, Rob
OWLS HEAD
The appoint- cer to the United Nations Com- h.,.o „„
teach scieuce in the high school.
ert E. Rome, John H. Stone. ment of Louis F. Moore of Owls mand Military Armistice deleHe is a graduate of Northeastern
.
FoUowing the c pa>. ™e Appleton School University in Boston with
Frank E. Thomas. Elizabeth
S Head, veteran Maine newsman "a,1°n
Ames, Mary. B. HaR Bod WX
‘
‘
.., . ' ■ .signing of the Armistic in July, Board, Thursday night, voted to gree in chemistry. It will be nis
and a Democratic candidate for r 1953 Moore was named chief of hlr^ Robert Merriam, son of Mr. first teaching assignment. He
A. Quinn.
East Union: Joyce E. Torrey, j the Legislature, as Public Rela the News Transmission Branch and Mrs. Paul Merriam of Rock is completing University of Maine
Lincolnville: Roland A. Burns, I tions Director for the Reed for of the Far East Command in land. for the position.
extension courses this summer.
Merriam graduated in June In addition to science, he will
Jr., Robert E. Cain, Jr., and Governor campaign, was an- Tokyo, Japan, and later made
Robert A. Burns.
„ „
„
from Gordon College, Beverly teach mathematics.
deputy news chief, Far East.
Owls Head: Joan M. Philbrook. |I nounced Friday by Col. Harry
Farms, Mass., with a bachelors
Before The Courier-Gazette
He
retunred
to
Maine
in
1954
Rockland: Madonna J. Fogg. A. Mapes, campaign manager.
and after working in television degree in education. He will be changed to a plastic photo en
Adrian J. Sewall, Joan M. Scar
Moore has submitted his with- and radio news was named to teaching the upper grades at the graving process. Orcutt was the
lott, John A. Black, Frederick drawal from the Legislative race the Rockland bureau of the Gan village school.
paper’s engraver. Since then,
E. Varricchio, Rowland J. Was in the class towns of Cushing, nett newspapers.
A teaching vacancy was created he has been in the advertising de
gatt, Gail M. Ladd, and Eliza Owls Head. South Thomaston.
by the resignation of Mrs. Esther partment, as a salesman and
Moore resigned early this year Moody.
beth Sulides.
Thomaston and Friendship to
manager, and a compositor.
to
enter
the
insurance
field.
Rockport: Shirlene M. Heath. Deputy Secretary of State Pau!
Photo by Gross and Low
He lives in Owls Head with his
Thomaston: Toby L. Messer. MacDonald.
Reilly at thc new summer home
Leaping flames from the ruins of the old City Farm barn off Lake Avenue, Wednesday night,
Vinalhaven: Harold L. Ander
Recalled as a captain to active wife, the former Irene Graham of Ten-Year Old
drew many spectators including off duly patrolman John Low. As Thc Courier-Gazette photographer
he has just purchased in Owla
Army duty in 1950. Moore was Calais and the couple's three
returned to Lake Avenue from thc fire scene some 1.200 feet away, he discovered Low watching the son.'
Head. Just before the serving of
Catches Spirit
Warren: Keith A. Beattie.
blaze through a pair of field glasses, fdle chatter about the possibility of taking a picture through
named a press and liaison offi- children.
a lobster and steak dinner, Mon
the field glasses resulted in the shot above. It was a two-man job as the shot was first focused
An Army Reserve major, Moore
day, Susan asked everyone to
through the focusing lens of an Ikoflex camera, then Low moved the field glass piece to the lens.
recently was assigned as public Of the Fourth
be quiet, as she had a program
Thc picture was shot at f 5.6 at a 50th of a second on film rated about 300.
information officer, to State Head
to present to them.
OWLS
HEAD
—
The
spirit
of
the
quarters, Maine National Guard,
I mains. A huge crowd jammed
The large bam at the former loss involved.
When she had everyone's at
in thc office of Major General Fourth of July and the reminder tention, she asked her father to
city poor farm on the West Mea
The spectacular blaze was in Lake Avenue and Route 17 to
Edwin Heywood, Adjutant Gen of its true meaning was brought raise the new 50-star Flag and
dow Road burned late Wednes progress for over 20 minutes be watch the fire which was visible
eral.
day night. The large 50 x 100 fore the fire department was for a great distance.
to the attention of the members requested that the group give
Colonel Mapes said Moore of her family by 10-year-old the salute. She then led them
It was necessary to string hose
foot structure was in the process summoned, as many who saw it
would assume his new duties im Susan Hufuagel at a family all in the singing of "The Star
of being town down and all the thought that the city was de for nearly three-quarters of a
mediately.
good lumber had been removed, liberately burning it down. By mile to the nearest hydrant and
party held on the Fourth by Bill Spangled Banner”,
BELFAST—It will be picnic-in- ties of three huge tents erected on
according to Fire Chief Wesley the time they arrived there was portable pumps were also used
the
grounds
All
exhibits,
dis

the-park time Saturday, July 9,
Knight who said that there was no little to do but wet down the te- in combating the flames.
when the Maine Broiler Festival plays, and entertainment, as well
as the eating program, will then
again offers a full day of fun and be presented under canvas.
Body Found
feasting at Belfast City Park
Parking areas have been
“Copper Mine" in Appleton and
overlooking scenic Penobscot I graded and should be in good conof the Canal that follows the
Off Matinicus
Bay.
dition regardless of the weather,
river up through Union and Ap
The 12th annual "World's Larg-1 the committee reports,
pleton.
Novels
have been
By The Louise G
est Outdoor Chicken Barbecue” ; Highlighting the day-long enter
written with parts of the valley
At press time Friday afternoon will get underway at 10:30 a. m.. tainment features of the Festival
as their setting. Traces of an
the Coast Guard cutter Snohomish and from then until 4 p. m.. a will be the coronation of the
Indian camping ground or burial
WASHINGTON — The annual pies: Mrs. B. R. Sidelinger, sand was enroute to Rockland with a three-shift crew of some 150 men Maine Poultry Queen at 2 p. m.
ground certainly adds to this
Throughout the park, exhibits
fund of Lore.
Strawberry Festival, sponsored wiches; and Mrs. Ruth Boynton, badly decomposed body of a man and women will be busy turning
coffee. The kitchen committee is found 25 miles south southeast out 2,500 chicken dinners per and displays, both static and live,
Such traces were uncovered,
by the Ladies' Guild will be held
made up of Mrs. Harold Turner, of Matinicus by the fishing ves hour from the 280 feet of char- I and demonstrations of poultry
last week, on the Bliss Fuller
this Saturday evening on the Mrs. Ulric Peabody. Mrs. Albert sel Louis G. No identification had coal-fed barbecue pits.
cutting, backyard barbecuing,
Farm in Union. When the sod
lawn of thc Washington Methodist Huth, and Mrs. Charles Chase.
been made.
Guaranteed to be one of the' egg candling and poultry prepara
and topsoil were removed to un
Chief Boatswain Brock of thc outstanding food values for Maine tion and cooking will be conduct
Church from 5:30 to 7:30 o'clock.
cover the good road gravel the
Jimmy Nichols and Allan Turn
Strawberry shortcake made er will have charge of the cold Coast Guard Moorings in Rock natives and visitors alike, the ed by state and national poultry
ash remains of several large
camp fires were uncovered. The
from locally grown berries and drinks and Mrs. Perley E. Jones land said that a call was re ticket price will still buy a com experts.
Top quality, packaged, readyserved with cream from local will be the cashier. Mrs. Harriet ceived by radio from Capt. Elmer plete barbecued dinner including
finding of some Indian arrow
heads led to the belief that the
Jersey herds will be featured, Jones and Miss Lurlee Davis are Gross of the trawler at 10 a. m. a golden brown Maine chicken to-cook Maine broilers will be on
sale all day.
fire remains could be of Indian
as well as strawberry pies, sand handling aprons and fancy work Friday and the Snohomish was half and all the trimmings.
A live chicken weight-guessing
A 100 foot long fconveyor belt
origin. Wendell Hadlock of the
wiches of several kinds, coffee
Waitresses are Nancy Vanner, dispatched to take the body from
and cold drinks. Also on sale Sharon Miller, Delores Newton, the fishing vessel at 10:30. The will quickly move the birds from contest will give young and old
Farnsworth Museum was called
will be aprons and other fancy Karen Jones, Gail Flanders, and cutter met the Louise G at the pit to serving table as a guaran alike an opportunity to partici
to investigate. By then thc
approximate location where the tee against "waiting lines".
pate. A backyard barbecue grill
work items.
earth had been stripped a bit
Faye Flanders.
In charge of shortcakes will be
deeper and layers of a red clay
Proceeds from the affair will body was found and took it ; Expected to attract more than will be awarded to the gucsser
15,000 guests, the entire Saturday who comes closest to the actual
Mrs. Hollis Weaver; Mrs. Donald be used by the Guild for Com aboard at 2:30 p. m.
like substance were uncovered.
No further details were avail program will be staged for the total weight of a pen of live birds.
Campbell and Mrs. Fred Ludwig, munity projects.
This showed thc site was
able other than information that enjoyment of the general public
The park's outdoor, fresh wa
definitely used by Indians.
Dr. David Mann of Camden, a Friday. July 8. will be devoted to ter swimming pool will be avail
Bliss Fuller. Jr., enthused by
Knox County medical examiner, members of thc poultry industry able to the public, with a life
such findings, started excavating
Arrangements have been made guard on duty, between perform
would meet the Snohomish when
beneath one of the ash pilgs with
she docked at Rockland at 7:15 for the Festival to be held in the anccs of a synchronized swim
a shovel. By chance Fuller un
park, rain or shine. Inaugurat ming team, the Bangor YWCA
p. m.
earthed a pocket, that contained
There was speculation on the ing a new “rainy day" policy. Flamingos.
what many archeologists would
waterfront that the body might Festival chairman Donald Con
give a great deal to have the
be one of three persons lost stable of Unity, has appointed
thrill of finding. Below a layer
Money will buy a dog,
Four of the belter specimens of Indian relics found in a gravel of the red substance 'ochre) and
when a small boat upset off Robert McGowan of Waterville, only love will make him
UNION — Thc largest July and of course, the United States. Cape Elizabeth about three and William P. Charron, assistant his tail.
pit on thc Bliss Fuller. Jr., farm in Union are shown above. Along above a thin layer of black sub
Ihe top are a broken and a perfect spear or arrow head. Thc com
event In thc town of Union will Booths will open at 5 o’clock.
chief. Division of Markets. Maine
weeks ago.
plete one is five and one-half inches long and the two are made of stance 'possibly decayed wood)
Thc
Union
school
band
will
Department
of
Agriculture
to
For
every
human
on
earth
to
____
______
take place on Union Common,
Kineo type
flint. _____
At the right on top is a plummet or weight, used he unearthed a fine specimen of
present- its first summer concert
One traffic expert suggests work with him as rainy day co have 2.6OO calories per day 'the by Indians on fish nets. The large tool at the bottom is a gouge. a stone spear head, several
Thursday night, when the Wo at 7 p. m. on the Village Green
that farm tractors adopt the de ordinators.
established minimum for good It was worn smooth and had been sharpened. It was hewn from broken spearheads, many unfin
men's Community Club presents and band awards for the year vice used by some trucking firms
In the event of rain, a drive-in. health', it would take TWICE a sedimentary rock. It was used to hollow wood. The articles ished stone spear or arrow heads,
its annual carnival. Festivities rill be presented.
to make vehicles show up bet- ' pick-up service will be set up. the amount of food produced were loaned by Fuller for the picture. Many others were found. a fish net weight shaped from
open at 4 p. m. with a doll car
Freeman Garniss. band di ter on highways at night — over Barbecue pits will be covered ar.d yearly in the entire world. And
By Malcolm Stark
many of those living in the stone and other unidentified im
riage and bicycle parade.
rector, states a band rehearsal sized trademarks made of re visitors will be served in their yet, the world's population is in
UNION—The finding of a few Georges River Valley, however, plements of stone as well as a
An international atmosphere will be held on July 14 from 10 flective sheeting which can be cars. They will then have a creasing by some 100.000 per
few bits of bone Another imple
will be created on the Common a. m. to 12 noon in the music seen as far away as 2.500 feet
choice of driving to the parking day- i excess of births over Indian relics in a newly opened it is of lasting interest. Parts
uith booths featuring food from room of the Thompson Memo in the headlights of following areas designated and eat in their deaths <. It looks like many will gravel pit in thc town of Union of the valley have very colorful ment worn smooth by use was
found near the surface some dis
Hawaii. Alaska. Finland. Italy rial Building
cars
cars or they may use the facili- have to go hungry
may not be sensational news to, history. Old timers tell of the tance from tbe first find.
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It Will Be A Picnic In The
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Indian Relics Uncovered At Union
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9 Women Put Final Touches

On Plans For Community
Club Carnival At Union
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Clowns To Bring CAMDEN YMCA CLIPPERS FIND RANGE TO
At the completion of the first DUMP REDLEGS WHILE SAINTS
Full Satchel of
week, three and a half books
Tricks On Monday were reported filled with S&H I WERE SWAMPING WALDOBORO

Green Stamps as the Camden
The Thomaston Clippers broke Knox-Lincoln Twilight League
It will be all in fun when the IGA Foodliner project for YMCA
Standings
fabulous Indianapolis Clowns pull water safety equipment begins. out in a rash of base hits to de
Won Lost
During the “Y” project at the feat the league leading Damaris
out all the items from their bag
Damariscotta
9
6
of tricks against the classy N. Y. Foodliner, the patrons are shar cotta Redlegs 14-8 Thursday eve Waldoboro
8
7
ing
their
odd
stamps
by
putting
ning
and
St.
George
defeated
Wal

Royals ball club at South Field
St. George
7
8
them
in
the
containers
placed
at
In Continuous Publication Since January 20, 1846
doboro
15-4.
As
a
result
the
Twi

in Rockland, commencing at 6
6
9
the check-out counters. While light League race tightened, with Thomaston
p. m. Monday evening.
Games Sunday
The Clowns have made merry still others, who do not save only three games now separating
EDITORIAL
on the basepaths for 30 years all stamps, donate all of their last place Thomaston and the. Waldoboro at Thomaston
St. George al Damariscotta
CONFIDENCE IN KNOX COUNTY
over the country, and have built stamps. One such donation in top flight Redlegs.
Wildness on the part of Redtheir act to include rock n' roll, S&H Green Stamps this week was
Rockland's newest business partner has expressed
slow-motion shadowball and acro valued at $40 and filled one-third !eg pitchers also hurt their cause
, of a book
badly and rallies by the Clippers
the utmost confidence in the future of the community
batic routines.
Chamber Chat
of five runs in .the second and
- YMCA The
Clowns
don't
merely
clown,
and the Coastal Area which it serves. We refer to the
Three hundred and fifty-three six in the third were kept going
however. The club has produced
First National Bank of Portland which announces in
Although the season is just get
many top stars over its history, registered at the YMCA the first by walks. The winning third inn
this edition the construction of a bank building, the cost
including Milwaukee Braves' star month. Of this number, 248 ing splurge was also helped along ting under way the new float and
signed up under the “Y” mem with a double by Doug Miller and ramp at the Public Landing in
Hank Aaron.
of which may reach a quarter million dollars. The
Tempering their comedy with a bership plan and 105 are using singles by Floyd Johnson. George Rockland is already bringing a
Portland bank merged with the First National Bank of
large helping of talent, the the "Y" facilities under the non Alex, and Jim Halligan.
noticeable increase in boat ac
Halligan lost his stuff in the j tivity in the harbor. The Cham
Rockland last spring and in a few short months has
Clowns have taken the measure member plan.
Total swimming pool attend fourth and seven runs came over ber of Commerce has listed the
of such outstanding opponents as
moved ahead with acquisition of the GAR Hall and
ance numbered 799 the first before Ronnie Hill could put out following pleasure boats tied up
Jackie
Robinson
’
s
Major
League
Copper Kettle sites adjoining Post Office Square and
All-Stars, and the Nashville Vnls month, and total attendance in the fire in relief. The only homer at the float, or on one of the
today announces plans for construction.
1 he merger
Game Room was estimated over of the game was a first inning many guest moorings during the
of the Southern Association.
bases empty blast by Bob Latter month of June and over the 4th
brought to Knox County business firms the facilities of
The Clowns will bring their out 2500.
which gave the Redlegs their of July weekend:
Some
50
families
have
joined
standing
1960
stars
to
town,
in

the larger bank and with them far greater loaning power,
only lead of the night. Latter
cluding showboating first sacker under the “Y” Family Plan.
increasing the local bank's single loan maximum from
had two hits and • Johnson three Mary Lee - Ellsworth
Natureboy Williams; "Two-Way”
- YMCA Posy L - Leadbetters Island
for
the Clippers.
542,000 to 5600,00(1.
Grand Greene, ambidextrous
The regular monthly meeting
At St. George, the home forces Ranger - North Haven
pitcher: the Great Yogi, most of the YMCA Board will be held
drapped
it up with nine in the Miss 1940 - North Haven
amazing performer to ever don a next Wednesday evening at 8
second
aided
by three errors, O-Sol - Boston. Mass.
LIONS CLUB AT THOMASTON
baseball uniform; Byron Burnell, p. m. A report of the first
catcher's
interference,
and sin-1 Whitecap 11-Amesbury, Mass
whom a number of Major League month's operation of the new “Y”
gles
by
Charlie
Mahoney.
Hilding Not Yet - Amesbury. Mass.
DISBANDS AFTER MEMBERSHIP
Clubs are now bidding for: and will be given and the first six
Seastrom,
Bud
Hodgkins,
Gary Marjorie Ruth - Amesbury. Mass.
others.
months of 1960 will be reviewed.
Yacht Matuta-New York
Hyvarinen
and
Walt
Drinkwater.
DROPS TO JUST SEVEN MEN
Little Leaguers in regulation
- YMCA Julia M - Matinicus Island
Mahoney
fanned
seven
and
THOMASTON—The Lions Club the stipulation that a bond be baseball uniform will be admit The Children’s Theatre held its scattered eight hits over the route ’ Hazel B - Gloucester, Mass.
ted free to watch the funmaking registration Tuesday of this week
in picking up his second win foi See Gull - Gloucester, Mass,
of Thomaston, which had been purfhased, the income from which Clowns play baseball.
and their first session was held st. George and teammate Bud
to be used to equip some needy
The Windjammer "Alice Went
in existence- for over nine years,
Wednesday morning.
child with glasses each year
worth” can frequently be seen
Hodgkins
chimed
in
with
three
disbanded as of June 30 with only
- YMCA anchored off the landing on Fri
I hits.
Ladies Tourney
seven of the original members
The “Y” Roller Skating Pro
day afternoons, and a check of
Scores:
left: John Hill, Dr. Frederick Cousens Heads
gram at the “Y” is held on Mon Damariscotta 100 700 000- 8-11-3 the automobiles parked along the
Entered By 19
Dennison, Darold Hocking, Doug
day evenings, 6:30 to 8, for grade Thomaston 056 003 OOx—14-11-0 sea wall includes cars from New
las Brooks, Victor Hills, William Olympic Fund
school age, and 8 to 9:30 p. m.,
At Rockland
Chapman. Oliver (3), Boyce (5> York, Idaho, Missouri, Pennsyl
Vinal and Lawrence Hill
for high school and adults. The and Burnham: Halligan, Hill (4) vania, Massachusetts, New Jer
In
Local
Area
The club has taken part in
Nineteen ladies competed in first three skating sessions' at and Alex
sey, Connecticut, Florida, Vir
many worthwhile projects to ben
James Cousens of Rockland lias the weekly women’s tourney at tendance totaled 152.
Waldoboro
(MX) Oil Oil— 4- 8-7 ginia, Michigan. Rhode Island,
efit the community, notably the been named the Rockland area the Rockland Golf Club Thurs
- YMCA St. George 090 024 OOx—15-12-1 Maryland, and District of Colum
outdoor basketball court at the ohairman of the Maine Olympic day. The Class A competition
The YMCA ten-pin bowling
Chase, Lawson i2i, Hodgkins bia
Lura Libby School which cost Fund campaign which will be consisted of a best ball, low ball lanes continue to be popular dur (71 and Hanna, D. Chase (9); Ma
in the neighborhood of $3,000; as carried out next week. He was affair and was won by the team ing the summer months. Young
honey and Seastrom
Advert.se in The Courier-Gazette.
sisting in the upkeep of the skat named by Hubert Hauck of Port of Mrs. Irving McConchie, Miss people and adults have been using
ing rink: furnishing toys for land. state chairman.
them
from
2
p.
m
to
5
p.
m.
Priscilla Anderson and Mrs.
needy children; and making dona
The Maine group is seeking Emery Howard. Sr.
They in the afternoons and after 7
tions to various drives both on funds to help American athletes scored 81.
p. m. In the evenings.
WE WILL PRINT
the national and local scale.
to the Olympic games in Rome
Second place winners were the
Over the years, the club held this summer. A $25 donation will team of Mrs. Meredith Dondis,
rummage sales, auctions, light bring the donor an Olympic book Mrs. Brad Adams and Mrs. Lin
BLUEBERRY FIELD
MILLER'S
bulb sales, and sponsored the which will be completed at the coln McRae, Sr., with 83. Mrs.
World of Mirth Carnival for two close of the games.
Brad Adams had the lowest
GARAGE
years in their money raising
Cousens has enlisted the aid number of putts, 31.
efforts.
of George Huntley, D. Robert
Class B had a bingle. bangle,
The Best Place To
The remaining active members McCarty, Charles Wotton and bongle competition which was
Buy a
voted to disband due to the in Raymond Gross to solicit funds won by Mrs. Clifton Cross who
COURIER-GAZETTE
creasing lack of interest on the lor the campaign in the Rock had 13 points: second was Mrs.
GOOD USED CAR
community level. The club has land area. Any donation will be Elmer Bird. 3rd. with 11.
JOB PRINTING DEPARTMENT
25-31 Rankin Street
asked the Town of Thomaston gratefully
received.
Cousens
82-lt
137-S-tf
to accept a gift of $1,300. with said
Read The Courier-Gazette.
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SPRL'CE HEAD—Robert Curtis, a young clam digger irom
ting, proudly exhibits the largest clam he and a number of
>r diggers in the Spruce Head area ever saw. Dug Friday
ning. the clam measured six inches along its shell and four
es wide. The neck was extended six inches. It definitely was
the steamer variety rather than a hen clam. The shell was
Ute along the edge and dark at the hinge.

lEN ALL SET TO TAKE ROLE
JUNIOR LEAGUERS IN
UNDAY GAME AT ROCKLAND
All managers, coaches and umilres who are scheduled to take
•art in the Junior League game
lunday at South Field at 1
'’clock are urgently asked to be
•resent if at all possible The
wo grown up teams will be man
ned by Junior League players
tho will also have theii' memers as umpires and coaches.
The scheduled game next Monlay night between the Odd Felows and Elks has been put over
ntil August 17 due to the conct with the Indianapolis Clowns
ame The regular league sched-

ule. which was to have ended Au
gust 1. has been extended through
August 17, with the following
games scheduled
August
2 Elks vs Rotary
3 Lions vs Legion
4 Kiwanis vs Elks
8 Rotary vs Legion
9 Kiwanis vs Lions
lit Odd Fellows vs Legion
11 Kiwanis vs Odd Fellows
15 Lions vs Rotary
16 Elks vs Odd Fellows
17 Odd Fellows vs Elks

louncil To Give
Maine IOOF
hree Ordinances Groups To Hold
Inal Reading
Outing Sunday
Final reading will be given
ordinances at the regular
lOnthly meeting of the RockCity Council Monday eveOne is to establish an
idustrial E Zone on the New
bounty Road: a continued public
aring on an amendment re
ding taxicab stands and bus
tops; and one to change the
ihrasing on city ordinances
ipplying to taxicabs.
A victualer's license applicaion from Dorothy Monson, doing
iusiness at the Dam Site near
lickawaukie Lake, will be conidered. as well as petitions to
jmedy the allegedly unsafe conition of the brook on Gay Street
for a new sidewalk on
ranite Street from Union Street
rest to the brook.
Also to be heard will be the
linutes of the planning Board
leeting of July 7.

LIBERTY - The Jurisdiction
al Joint Youth Committee of the
Grand Lodge, IOOF. and Re
bekah Assembly of Maine will
sponsor a family field day. Sun
day for all branches of the IOOF
of Maine, Subordinate, Rebekah
Lodges, Cantons. Auxiliaries.
Theta Rho Girls' Clubs. Junior
Lodges, their families
and
friends. It will open at Camp |
NEOFA at 10 a. m.
There will be a church serv
ice at 1:30 p. m. to be conducted
by Rev. George J. Voltz, past
grand master of the Grand
Lodge, IOOF.
There will be a chicken bar
becue at 12 noon. Games, drills, i
stnuts and a real old fashioned ,
family field day will be pre
sented.
Camp NEOFA is off Route 3,
between Augusta and Belfast.
This is the new camp being
sponsored by the Northeast Odd
Fellows' Association. Turn off
at Liberty and watch for the i
sign.

BW8 PHOTOS FOR SALE
•prints in 8 x 10 inch size of
pictures taken by Courierette photographers may now
mrcbased at $1 each. Orders
be placed by phone, LYric
Those bundled
newspapers
or at the office.
tf which serve a hundred useful pur
poses, are available, though in
short supply, at The CourierGazette office. Six pound bundles
of printed papers 25c per bundle.
Six pound bundles of unprinted
HIST IN
plain white newspapers, 50c per
FOFULAUTY
bundle.

UNMISTAKABLY

• EASY TO DRIVE
• 120 MILES PER GAUON
• PARKS ANYWHERE
• FROM $359.00
• LOW INSURANCE RATES
t ome in and trial ride
new 1960 Vespa today!
yourself why Vespa
largest selling Motor
in the world.

the all
See for
is the
Scooter

Warren Motors
LARK SALES
Carl Erickson
CRestwood 3-2441
WARREN. MAINE
52-S-tf

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE OF
PROPOSED RECONSTRUCTION
OF THE HIGHWAY
LEADING FROM
ROCKLAND TO OWLS HEAD
AND SO. THOMASTON
IN THE TOWN OF
OWLS HEAD - KNOX COUNTY
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY
PROJECT S-01961 1 >
The State Highway Commission
is planning the reconstruction of
a portion of the highway leading
from Rockland 'Main Street' to
Owls Head and So. Thomaston be
ginning at the line between the
City of Rockland and the Town of
Owls Head and then extending
in a general southerly direction
a distance of 103 miles to the
junction of the roads leading to
Owls Head Village and to So
Thomaston
fn accordance with U. S. De
partment of Commerce. Bureau ol
Public Roads. "Policy and Pro
cedure Memorandum 20-8” dated
August 10. 1956. and "No 20-8' 11”
dated June 16. 1959. subject.
"Public Hearings, Federal Aid
Projects", the State Highway
Commission hereby gives notice
that a public hearing will be held
at the Owls Head Central Schoo'
on Tuesday. July 19. 1960. at 7:3t
P M Eastern Daylight Saving
Time in regard to the proposed
reconstruction.
Augusta. Maine
June 29. I960
MAINE STATE
HIGHWAY COMMISSION
By ' Signed ’ David H Stevens
David H. Stevens. Chairman
THIS IS A TRUE COPY
ATTEST: Judy Tschamler
81-82

No Trespassing Signs

ALL ALONG THE COAST
They're Talking About,..

fJiiton of 41ie Courier-Gazette, Rockland,Me. Puklisked weekly forCoadal Maines Suwwef yisilorS

Published Every Thursday For
The Next II Weeks
If You Did Not Get A Copy - Drop In The Courier-Gazette Office
And Get Your FREE COPY
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•wKnox Hospital

talk of the
COUNTY
Coming Events
(Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. AU
are free and space here cannot
be purchased. Strictly commer
cial affairs, sales, suppers, and
dances, cannot be accepted. The
decision of the editor is final.)
July 9—Maine Broiler Festival,
Belfast City Park.
July 14—Summer band concert
at St. George baU field at 8
p. m.
July 14—Camden Garden Club
open house and garden day.
July 14—Rockland Business and :
Professional Women’s Club offi
cers and committee chairmen
meet at Mrs. Clara Nason's
home, Willow Street, at 7:30
p. m.
July 15—Monthly meeting of Al
bert H. Newbert Association at
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Simmons'
cottage at Lermond's Pond in i
South Hope.
July 16— Waldoboro High School
Alumni dinner at the high
School auditorium at 6:30.
July 19—Zonta Club of the Rock
land Area will hold a covered
dish supper at Mrs. Flo Roach's
cottage at Hendrickson’s Point,
Owls Head.
July 20-Rockland Evening Exten
sion Group wiU meet at the
Farnsworth Museum.
July 25—Open house at the Knox
Mansion in Thomaston honor
ing General Knox’s birthday.
July 28—South Thomaston Com
munity Service Club Fair at 2
p. m. Supper from 5 to 7p. m.,

Rockland — Mrs. Margaret
Hart., 45. suffered a sprained
left knee Thursday afternoon
when she fell from a hayrack
at Lincolnville. She was treated
and released at Knox County
General Hospital. Friday two
injured persons were treated
and released—Bruce Staples, 9,
of 33 Oliver Street suffered a
laceration of the chin in a fall,
and Preston Beal. 21, had
splinters removed from his left
thigh after he had fallen against
a timber while working.

BORN
Willey—At Knox Hospital, July
8, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Willey
of Owls Head, a son.
Lee—At Knox Hospital, July 8.
to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lee of
Thomaston, a son.
Kelsey—At Knox Hospital. July
7, to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kelsey.
Jr., of Rockland, a daughter.
Harvey — At Knox Hospital,
July 5, to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
0. Harvey of Spruce Head, a
daughter.
Demmons—At Knox Hospital,
July 5, to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Demmons, a daughter.
MARRIED
Wing-Mank—At Rockland. June
11, Theodore Wing of Rockland
and Mabel Ann Mank of Rock
land, by Rev. Charles R. Mon
teith.
Grimes-Simmons — At Friend
ship, July 4, Everett Allen
Grimes of Danby, Vt., and Mary
Olive Simomns of Friendship, by
Rev. Everett E. Pender.
Snow-Beverage—At North Ha
ven, June 24, Bradley Hayes
Snow of Bristol, Vt., and Sandra
Eva Beverage of North Haven,
by Rev. John M. Beverage

Rockland — Jeffery Thurston,:
i0, was treated and released at I
Knox County General Hospital
Wednesday evening when he suf
fered lacerations and bruises of
the upper left arm in a fall at
DIED
home. Two persons were treated
Lawry—At Rockland, July 7,
Thursday; David Hamalainen,
19, haa a steel splinter removed Mrs. Charles Lawry, age 72 years. |
from his right leg and Walter Funeral services will be held Sat
urday at 2 p. m. from the Rus
Caiderwood, 31, received a lac sell Funeral Home in Rockland
eration of his left hand while with Rev. William J. Robbins
using a sander.
officiating. Interment will be in
Cummings Cemetery in Vinalha
Warren — The Knox County ven.
Sheriff's Department is investi Langer — At Warren, July 6.
gating two breaks which oc Oscar Ernest Langer, formerly of
curred within a mile of each Thomaston and Belfast, age 79
other on Route 1, Warren, some years. Funeral services were
time Tuesday night. One, ln held Friday at 3 p. m. at the
Davis Funeral Home in Thomas
Drewett's Garage found $251 ton with Rev. Royal Brown offi
worth of small tools missing as ciating. Interment was in Vil-1
a rear window was broken to lage Cemetery in Thomaston.
gain entrance. The second, in
CARD OF THANKS
the Hancock Texaco Station, a
We wish to express our sincere
mile further on, found 5 quarts
of motor oil 'missing. A pane of thanks to the many relatives,
friends and neighbors, members
glass in the front door was of Pioneer Grange and all others
broken and it was opened from who have been so kind in- so
the inside.
many ways during the loss of our
loved one. Special thanks go to
Rockland — Swimming classes Philip Simmons who has not only
for adults will be conducted at been of service but a friend at
Chickawaukie Lake each Thurs this time.
The Family of George Davis
day evening from 6:30 to 7:30
East Union, Maine
82-lt
with Miss Helen Doherty in1
charge.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
Watch your habits—either they thanks for the many cards, let
pull you down, or move you up ters and kindnesses shown us, for
the lovely flowers from friends,
ward in the world.
neighbors, relatives, the Superior
Oil Company, World War I Auxi
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette I liary, Rockland High School.
Class of '61. the Machine Shop
Boys of Rockland High, the Sev
CHICKEN SUPPER enth Grade pupils and teacher.
STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE Miss Graffam of Rockport, mem
Appleton Community Hall bers of the Class of 1940 of Cam
den High School, the Senior Girl
Saturday, July 9-6-8 p. m. Scouts and their leaders of Rock
Adults $1.25
Children 75c
port. and to those who helped in
81-82 any way during our recent loss
and sorrow. Special thanks to
the Russell Funeral Home, to Mr. I
and Mrs. Willis Bither and to
Mrs. Ethel Gunnlaugsson.
E. T. Nelson, Inc.
The St. Clair Family
________________________ 82’lt ]

Dodge - Dodge Dart - Lark
Sales and Service
First Choice Used Cars (

BALED HAY IN THE FIELD
$12 per Ton

TEL. LY 4-4481 ROCKLAND,
(DELIVERED EXTRAi
RT. 1, NEW COUNTY RD. f ;
CARLETON J. GUSHEE
We Give S. * H. Stamp* I New Acre Farm - Appleton. Me.
(_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^“5
Tel. STate 5-3671
81-83

21

BARRET M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEL. LYric 4-4212
110 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
135-S-tf
j >••••••••••••••••••••£

RUSSELL

j

;; Funeral Home j
!
;
'

CARL M. STILPHEN
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE
LADY ASSISTANT

2

8
•
•

It you forgive men their
trespasses, your heaven
ly Father will also for
give you.
Matthew 6:14
Watch for “Inspiration
Trom the Bible” in This
Space Every Saturday.
The dignity and com
pleteness of a Davis ser
vice is something more
than just an accom
plished fact; it has be
come a tradition in this
community,

DAVIS
Funeral Homes

RHONE LY 4*4411

•
J [ 9 CLAREMONT STREET 8
i|
()

Ketch Launched At Thomaston Yard

Attendance Up
At Baptist
Bible School

BELFAST—Cash prizes await
the top 20 entrants in the Maine
4-H Club Broiler Growing Con
test Saturday at the Maine
Broiler Festival in Belfast.
For 10 weeks 170 4-H club boys
and girls have been raising 50
broilers. Eight Maine hatcher
ies gave them the chicks.
Every Maine county has 4-H
club
young
people
raising
chicks. Here are the entrants
by counties: Androscoggin-Saga
dahoc. 12: Aroostook, 7; Cum
berland, 12: Franklin, 7; Han
cock. 14; Kennebec, 9; KnoxLincoln, 13: Oxford. 29; Penob
scot, 11; Piscataquis, 15; Somer
set, 15: Waldo, 11; Washington.
4; and York, 11.
The Maine Broiler Festival
Committee is putting up the
prizes for the top 20 entries in
the 4-H Contest. Awards will
consist of: First, $25 and
trophy: second, $20; third, $15;
fourth, $10; fifith. $8; sixth, $5:
seventh, $4; and eighth througli
20th. $3 each. In addition, a $15
cash award will go to the
heaviest entry of broilers. All
entries will receive ribbons,
i The birds from all entrants
will be dressed at the Hillcrest
Poultry Company
processing
plant in Lewiston and at the
Penobscot Poultry Company in
Belfast. After the dressed birds
are Judged the top 20 entries will
be on public exhibit during the
Maine Broiler Festival at Bel
fast City Park.

The Daily Vacation Bible School
at the First Baptist Church has
concluded the first week with an
average attendance of 190 boys
and girls. The theme is “The
Teachings of Jesus", and these
Bible studies are being carried
on in each department. Other
activities included each day are
worship service, song period, mis
sionary story, and handcraft.
The Beginners Department for
boys and girls of pre-school age
is headed by Mrs. Marjorie Mills.
She is assisted by Mrs. Muriel
Thurston, Mrs. Margaret Dow.
Mrs. Elsie Morang, Mrs. Bea
DISCHARGES
Tims. Mrs. Millicent Rackliffe,
Miss Aggie Copeland, Peggy
July 6 — Mrs. Irene Leicher
Mills, Ailie Mahonen, Gloria
Samoset Hotel.
Godfrey. Sylvia Snowman, and
July 7 — Mrs. Christine-Mank,
Cynthia Ausplund.
Washington; Miss Zettie Bhrns,
Miss Charlotte Cook is in
172 Broadway; and Master Gary
Photos by John Low charge of the Primary Depart
Demmons, 2 Purchase Street.
New ketch floats off the cradle at Thomaston, off Morse’s Boat Yard.
ment for those entering second,
July 8 — Master Peter Zafiriou,
third, or fourth grades. Teach
275 Main Street; Mrs. Patricia
THOMASTON—A sleek new
' >'
ers and helpers here include
Ross, Thomaston: Mrs. Charlotte
ketch tasted the brine. WednesMrs. Blanche Gardner. Mrs. Jean
LaCrosse and infant daughter. 77
clay evening, at Morse's Boat
.
Rankin Street; Mrs. Jennie Dem
McClure, Mrs. Mae Philbrook,
Yard as the Jinni slid down the
s,
Mrs. Doris Stanley, Mrs. Esther
mons and infant daughter, 2 Pur
The 45 fool craft was
chase Street; Miss Theresa Kulju,
McNealy, Mis. Louise Copeland,
Carl
Baquie
Mrs. Norma Philbrook, Mrs.
St. George: Mrs. Maud Barstow,
Panama and .: was christened
Nancy Curtis, Miss Mildred Cope
5 Robinson Street; and Miss Kate
land, Mrs. Barbara Turner, Mrs.
Clark. Union.
John
ketch
Mildred Wiley, Mrs. Helen Stackclipper
pole. Carol Watson, Rebecca KenIN MEMORIAM
it
niston. Linda Johnson, Helen
In memory of my grandson,
teak
Stanley. Harry Steele, William
Sgt. Kenneth C. Robinson.
decking.
lit-z
He little thought when leaving
Brown, Rodney Copeland, Ed
tings witti stainless steel righome
ward Erickson, Peter Hart, Mary
4 flni
That he would no more return
Morang. Donna Hooper, and Pa
It is powered bv a General
AgP
WBljfjjlif
That he in death so soon would
tricia Watson.
The Jinn:
sleep
During World War n, over half
The Junior Department for
the
And leave us here to mourn
those entering fifth or sixth grade
We did not know what pain he of Germany’s ten million homes Chesapeake Bay area
were destroyed
is headed by Mrs. Bessie Corey,
bore
Mo-. se Boat Yald had the
We did not see him die,
superintendent, and Mrs. Leona
nuclei
construction
tor
'4
The wife of President McKin
We only know he passed away
Wooster, assistant. Teachers are:
months
Below decks, it
{
VAnd could not say good-bye.
ley, an invalid, knitted 3,500 pairs
Mrs. Georgia Mahonen, Mrs. Bar
Ma Critch
of slippers, while the First Lady
bara Wooster, Mrs. Amanda
82’lt
Ross, Mrs. Doris Ames, Mrs.
didn't
IN MEMORIAM
Helen Wood, and Mrs. Pauline
CARD OF THANKS
In loving memory of my ''Son'’,
Stanley.
inuiniie
Because ot a I
I would like to thank Dr. Den Sgt. Kenneth C. Robinson, who
Mrs. Roy Bohanan is superin
the hinnelnn.e was held Bp •
i
’ ’fc \ 3C, J
y
**.
nison and Dr. Root, also the was killed in action in Korea.
nurses and staff for their excel July 6, 1953. a'
30 p m tindta -ft. at wrath IfM.'a$■£•**&.&** tended of the Junior High De
partment. Others serving there
1 ht Ct .-ante, .
’V**?
- “'-T..#5
lent care and personal interest From our happy home and circle
during my two recent confine God has taken one we loved.
are Rev. Roy Bohanan, Mra.
A'-:: oft wathon: a !i:'ch
-‘fllBBi
ments in Knox County General He is borne away from sin and
Agnes Young, Richard Bayard,
sorrow
Hospital. I'm grateful for Davis
Raymond Wooster, and Roger
To
a
nobler
rest
above.
ambulance services and to all
Dow.
Municipal
Court
No
one
knows
how
much
I
miss
my friends who were so kind
The school will continue next
you
"Son
”
visiting, pending flowers, cards,
week with the closing program on
THURSDAY
and gifts throughout my long ill No one knows the bitter pain
Friday evening. July 15. New
ness. God bless you everyone. I have suffered since I lost you
John Nowchinski of FramingLife has never been the same. ton. Mass., pleaded guilty to a
Mrs. Lillian Fitzpatrick
pupils will be welcome to enroll
Thomaston, Maine 82-lt In my heart your memory lingers, stop sign violation at the junc
i for the second week.
Mrs.
Carl
J.
Baquie
christens
yacht
‘
“
Jinni''
in
a
shower
Sweetly, tender, fond and true.
of champagne.
There is not a day, dear ''Son”, tion of Elm and School Streets in
CARD OF THANKS
same time, pinch the vic
Camden on July 3 and paid a
I do not think of you.
My sincere thanks to my many Why you went we will never fine of $15 at the Thursday ses
tim's nostrils shut. Then
ing — because of electric shock,j
friends and relatives for the flow
know,
breathe air - at a normal
Municipal Court. Mouth-To-Mouth
suffocation in a discarded re-!
ers, fruit, cards, telephone and All we know is we loved you so; sion of Rockland
• « •
rate - into the victim.
frigerator or in a plastic bag, or
personal calls, which I received We changed our star from blue to
Respiration Is
4 Remove your mouth, turn
a
near-drowning,
”
said
Ralph
while I was an accident patient
Calvin
Beal.
Jr.,
of
77
Park
gold
your head to the side, and
at the Waldo County General Hos And, within our hearts so true.
Kuhli, the Council's director of
Street. Rockland, had a charge
pital, and during my convales Remains our precious love for. of digging clams in a closed area Advised By NSC
listen for air coming out.
public safety.
cence at home. Your thoughtful-1
Repeat the blowing effort.
Here is how you can perform
you.
Your
swimming
companion
continued
without
plea
to
July
ness is greatly appreciated.
Time speeds on, "seven" years 11. The alleged incident took finds himself in water too deep the life-saving mouth-to-mouth
For an adult, blow about 12
Marion E. Upham
have passed
breaths a minute. For a child
artificial respiration, he said:
place
on
the
Georges
River
in
Rockport. Maine
for him. He can’t stay afloat.
Since death, its gloom, its shad
1. Wipe out foreign matter in breathe more softly - about 20
82’lt ;
Thomaston on July 5
ow cast
He goes under - but rescuers
the mouth with your fingers
a minuteWithin our home, where all
I
This, Rnpi/inll
basically, is how to apply
IN MEMORIAM
reach him quickly and pull him
or
a
cloth
wrapped
around
seemed bright
FRIDAY
mouth-to-mouth artificial respira
into their boat. You climb in,
In loving memory of Dorothy H. And took from us a shining light.
them.
Peter R. Favreau, 19, of Man too.
tion." said Kuhli.
Stone, who passed away July 10, We miss that light and ever will
2. Tilt the victim's head back
1957.
His vacant place there is none chester, N. H., pleaded guilty
"No special skills are involved.
Seconds are precious. Victims
so
the
chin
is
pointing
up

God sees when their footsteps I
to fill,
to speeding on Union Street in of water accidents die from lack
Anyone - even children - can
ward. Pull or push the jaw
falter
Down here we mourn, but not in Rockland July 3 and paid a fine of oxygen - suffocation. Lack of
learn how to save lives through
When their hearts grow weak and
into a jutting-out position.
vain
of $20.
use of mouth-to-mouth artificial
oxygen
can
spell
permanent
brain
faint.
For up in Heaven we will meet
♦ • •
These maneuvers should relieve respiration.”
damage. Too long without oxygen
He marks when their strength is
again.
obstruction of the air passage by
George T. Burns. 21, of Ban means - death!
failing
God saw the road was getting
moving the base of the tongue
When a person claims they
gor pleaded guilty to speeding
And listens to each complaint. '
rough,
What would you do?
God bids them rest for a season, ; The hills were hard to climb.
on Main Street in Rockland on
"Start artificial respiration at away from the back of the throat. like the old-fashioned way the
For the Pathway has grown too He gently closed his loving eyes July 5 and paid a fine of $15.
3. Open your mouth wide and best, they are forgetting that
once," advises the National Safe
steep;
And whispered peace be thine.
♦ • ♦
place it tightly over the sin is about the oldest character
ty
Council,
hub
of
the
safety
And folded in fair green pastures i "Son” never shunned his coun
victim's mouth.
At the istic of the Human Race.
James
F.
Batty,
16,
of
South
movement in America and con
God giveth His loved ones sleep.
try's call
Sadly missed by the family.
But gladly gave his life, his all Thomaston pleaded guilty to cerned with all forms of safety.
________________ ___ ____ 82’lt I He died, the helpless to defend. operating a motor vehicle with
The Council goes along with the
A faithful soldier’s end.
inadequate brakes at South system of artificial respiration
NOTICE TO RESIDENTS OF
Never to be forgotten,
Thomaston on July 2 and paid recommended by many authori
Mom, Bessie O'Sullivan and a $20 fine.
That Generations
ties- the mouth-to-mouth method.
North Haven and Vinalhaven
Johnnie.
82’lt j
I "The mouth-to-mouth method
to Come may
Mesopotamia,
the
fertile, has the advantage of providing
IN MEMORIAM
Ernest L. Parker, Representing the
In loving memory of our darl California-sized area between immediate pressure to inflate the
ing brother. Sgt. Kenneth C. Rob-, the Tigris and the Euphrates victim's lungs. And it enables
PARKER TREE SERVICE, BELFAST, MAINE
inson, age 19 years, 17 days.
rivers, • was likely mankind's the rescuer to get more accurate
Will be on thtf Islands July llth and 12th.
It was 6even years ago today
first permanent home,
This information on the volume, pres
From Korea's Battlefield
area gave us a language, basic sure and timing of efforts needed
Any persons interested in TREE CARE may
God called you away
(code
of to inflate the victim's lungs than
arrange for an appointment by calling
Who bravely volunteered to do mathematics, law
Hammurabii, literature, metal are afforded by other methods.”
his part
BELFAST 992-W
lurgy, the 60-minute hour, the say experts on artificial respira
To keep our country free.
82-lt
Sisters, Betty Lou Kennedy. 360 degree circle, the arch, the tion.
Gloria and Penny O'Sullivan; and wheel,
domesticated
cattle
When should you use artificial
brother-in-law, Raymond Ken (sheep, horses, cowsi and irriga respiration?
nedy.
82*11 tion.
"Anyone someone stops breath
IN MEMORIAM
In memory of our nephew, Sgt
Kenneth C. Robinson.
Always in our thoughts, no mat
ter where we go.
Always in our heart, because we j
miss you so.
Aunt Kay and
The Town of South Thomaston wil receive bids for a one
Uncle Everett Blethen
year contract lor removal of snow on approximately 17 miles
82’lt
« choosing a family monool highway. Specifications of contract should be obtained
ment, your choice is not
front the Selectmen before submitting bid. Bids will be
IN MEMORIAM
only for your lifetime, but
In loving memory of Charles
opened August 2, I960. The Selectmen reserve the right to
for generations to come. We can
D. Young, who passed away July
help you find lasting satisfaction
reject any or all bids.
10. 1958.
through our wide selection of Rock
(Signed) Selectmen of South Thomaston
of Ages family monuments. Each is
In my heart a memory is kept.
82-84
backed by a signed guarantee to
Of one I loved and will never
you, your heirs, or your descendants.
forget.
Fannie L Demuth
82’lt

BID NOTICE

BURPEE
Funeral Home

::

ADMISSIONS
July 6—Mrs. Dora Copeland.
Thomaston.
July 7—Mrs. Annette Porter,
14 Berkeley Street; Miss Theresa
Kulju, St. George; Mrs. Signe
Kelsey. 33 Acadia Drive; Mrs.
Helen Heath, 100 Union Street;
Mrs. Eileen Dorgan, 63 Pacific
Street; • Mrs. Catherine Willey,
Owls Head; Mrs. Alma Laukkoner., Union: Clinton Gifford, 468
Old County Road; and Mrs.
Peggy Rubenstein, Friendship.
July — Mrs. Sylvia Lee, Thom
aston; Mrs. Evelyn Jealous,
Thomaston; Mrs. Brenda Mitch
ell, Glen Cove; and Miss Eda
Lawry. Friendship.

Cash Prizes In
Offing For Top
4-H Club Broilers

ROCKLAND and
THOMASTON
1-S-tl

ROCKLAND, MAINE
Z
7-S-tf •

I

Chester Brooks

IN MEMORIAM
In Loving Memory of our
mother. Mrs Susan Holbrook,
who passed away July 10, 1959.
A wonderful mother, woman and
Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties
S-tf
aid;
One who was better, God never
made.
A wonderful worker, so loyal and
i
OF
! aoriur k
<■> Soft
true,
One in a million - that mother
UtlTH OXIZIB
was you.
Flktll
Daughters
82’lt

WARREN
CAMDEN

Tel. CR 3-2981
Tel. CE 6-2201

PAVI NG

5

* TOy dear BI ink

Since my stenogripha
a lady. 1 cannot
dictate what 1 think
cf you. l being a
gentleman, cannot
.think o' ‘

is

Marriner-Pike

'Kit you beit^ neither
will understand
uihat I mean

FOR SALE

yours truly,
6mA SfekaA/

13' WOOD PLANKED FIBERGLAS COVERED BOAT
Mercury Mark 25 Electric Starting Motor

THE FINE SELECTIONS.
•AT REASONABLE PRICES
VOU'U. FIND AT

Forward Controls, 12 Volt System. Complete with
Battery - Speedometer - Windshield and Trailer

Marri her-Pike
Rwi»o CotmunoRs

Only $495. - $160 Down

you MAKE A HTT WITH VO(J£

82-lt

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN

Marriner-Pike

FOR 77 YEARS

PHONE THOMASTON, FLeetwood 4-6531

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine

TEL LY 4-7233

j

!
l-M

CEb'1 PAVl
arM) I

(
EASY
I
I PAYMENTS)

WARREN MOTORS
— CARL B. ERICKSON —

WARREN, MAINE
Your Headquarters for LARK Autos
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North Haven Girl Is Wed

Friendship Girl
Is Married On
Fourth Of July

Alert On 95th Birthday

WALDOBORO
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Tel. TEmple 2-9261

FRIENDSHIP — Mr. and Mrs.
George Simmons announce the
marriage. July 4. of their daugh
ter, Miss Mary O. Simmons, to
Everett Allen Grimes, son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. William
Grimes of Danby, Vt. Mrs.
Frances Benner, sister of the
bride, acted as matron of honor
and the best man was Donald
Simmons, brother of the bride.
A family reception was held at
the home of the bride's parents.
Out of town guests were from
Rockland and Vermont.
Mrs. Grimes attended Waldo
boro High School and Mr.
Grimes attended Danby High
School. The couple will make
their home in Wallington, Vt.,
where the bridegroom has em
ployment.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wallace
and daughter Daryl and son Da
mon have returned from a camp
ing trip at Fundy National Park,
N. B.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Simington
and family have returned to
Beachmont, Mass., after a visit
at the home of Henry K. Crowell.
Roland Genthner, Douglas Par
ent and Armin Hauck are attend
ing the International Convention
of Lions Clubs in Chicago, Ill.
Miss Ellie McLaughlin, who
teaches in Stamford, Conn., is at
her home on Main Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Marple
have returned from a trip abroad.
Miss Julie Ann Waltz is visiting
Mrs. Andrew Newcomb in Ran
dolph, Mass.
Mrs. Alice Morse of New York
is at her home on Pine Street
for a few days.
Mrs. Mona Pagel of Boston and
two children are guests of her
mother, Mrs. John H. Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Groth of
New York are at their home on
Benner's Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Kimmich of
Tenafly, N. J„ are in town for
the summer.
There will be a meeting of
the mothers of the Little Lea
guers Monday, July 18, at 8
p. m. at the Waldoboro Munici
pal Building. This is the only
meeting for the year all mothers
are urged to attend.
Dr. Richard Waterman and
family are spending two weeks
at North Haven visiting his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Water
man.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur RichardMr. and Mrs. Fred Hobbs and
son of Cleveland, Ohio, arrived sons of West Medford, Mass.,
Wednesday to spend two weeks who spent the holiday weekend
as the guests of his parents. Mr. at Boothbay. called on Mr. and
and Mrs. Andrew J. Richardson. Mrs. Edward Wheaton and Miss
144 Union Street.
i Julia M. Gillette at Pen Bay
------Acres.
Anderson Camp Auxiliary held
its final meeting of the summer
Peabody
10 Spruce
Wednesday
evening at the Street, is spending two weeks at
Grand Army Hall. Meetings Camp cherlthl n Alfred,
will resume again in the early
There will be a special emerFaHgency meeting of the board of
.
...
, directors of the Home for Aged
Duane Pease, son of Mr. and; Women Monday. July 11, at the
Mrs. Lawrence Pease, was guest j,ome 0{ Mrs Lawrence Miller,
of honor at a party last Satur- 26 Rankin Street, at 2 p. ni.
day at his home, 11 Lisle Street,
in celebration of this third birthThe Rockland Extension Assoday. Multi-colored balloons and ciation will meet at Beaver Lodge
Miss Small Is
candy were given to each child Alford Lake Easl union. Thursas favors. The feature of the day, July 12, for an all day picnic.
Honored
refreshments served were two
birthday cakes, made by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Gibson of
Bridal Shower
Pease, one in the shape of a Amesbury, Mass., and their
I
clown and the other a sailboat. guests, came into Rockland Har
Miss RoseAnn Small, Fulton
Guests were: Douglas Rosa. bor on their yacht, "The Gibby,"
Street, who will be married
Carla Johnson, Terry and Kim Tuesday afternoon to call on Miss
Sunday, Aug. 21, was honored
Brackett, Lynn Harjula, Char- Julia M. Gillette and Mr. and
at a pre-nuptial shower Wednes
Mrs. Herbert W. Thorndike
leen 'Raye, Billy and Tommy Mrs. Edward Wheaton at Penday evening. The shower was
Wood,
Paul
and
Maurice Bay Acres.
THOMASTON — Mrs. Margie played for Professor Kaukin’s
given
at
the
home
of
Miss
Mathieu,
all of Rockland;
Judith Carver, Pacific Street, by Thorndike of Rockland cele Dancing Class in Rockland.
Debra h Pease and Rebecca
Miss Carver and Miss Sandra brated her 95th birthday, Thurs Captain Chapman of Tillson's
Pease of Appleton.
Mothers Rockport Garden
Light Infantry was drill master
Sylvester. Gifts were presented
who attended were: Mrs. Mar
day, at the Lucette in Thomas of the Tea Tray Cadettes of
to
Miss
Small
from
an
attracClub
Members
On
garet Wood. Mrs. Joanna Brack
:<*z.. iwxv.* z.
which Mrs. Thorndike was a
I tlvely decorated coffee table and ton where she is a patient.
ett, Mrs. Charlotte Johnson.
Mrs.
Bradley
H.
Snow
! basket.
Refreshments
were She is the daughter of the member. Out of the 27 Ca
Tour
of
Gardens
Mrs. Janice Harjula,
Mrs.
I served by Miss Gayle Carver late Mr. and Mrs. Job P. In dettes, only two are living, Mrs.
Norma Pease and Mrs. Betty
NORTH HAVEN—Miss Sandra George and Parker Beverage,
ROCKPORT — Twenty - five
Lillian Sprague Copping, who
and Miss Julie Moffitt, from a
Rosa.
graham, and was bora July 7, makes her home with her son
members of the Rockport Gar Eva Beverage, daughter of Mr. cousins of the bride.
table centered by a four tiered
1865, in the original Ingraham in California and Mrs. Thorn
den Club toured Thursday after- and Mrs. Elston Albert Beverage The flower girls. Claire Bev
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bickmore noon the beautiful gardens of of North Haven, became the erage and Carolyn Morrison, bride's cake topped by wedding home at Ingraham Hill, which
dike.
bells.
The
cake,
made
by
Mrs.;
of Traverse Street, Rockland, Mrs. Harold Haskell, Summer bride of Bradley Hayes Snow, cousins of the bride, wore bal
was settled by her grandfather.
entertained a large group of Street; Mr. and Mrs. Carroll son of Mrs. William Kilbourn of lerina length gowns of dotted Charles Carver, was flanked by i Her father was deputy collector
friends and relatives, July 4. at Berry and Miss Marion Weid- Bristol, Vt., Friday afternoon, swiss, one blue and one pink. tall white tapers.
Ames, also stepped on a nail
Guests attending were: Mrs.j of customs in Rockland for 30 MATINICUS
their cottage on Damariscotta man, Russell Avenue; Mr. and June 24. The ceremony was Their accessories matched the
while playing near her home.
Fred Reichel, Mrs. Robert years. The homestead is now
Lake. Water skiing, boat rides Mrs
Cary Bok
“Nimaha”, performed at the North Haven gowns.
owned by Dr. Robert J. Meehan.
Stevie Ives, who is vacation
ERVENA C. AMES
and swimming
were
enjoyed. by Beauchamp Point, and Mr. and Baptist Church by Rev. John M. The bride’s mother wore a Beal, Mrs. Theodore Sylvester, When she was eight years old,
............
...................
ing with his mother at Owls
Correspondent
Sr.,
Mrs.
Theodore
Sylvester,
the group which numbered 54.
Head, is visiting his grandmathMrs. Ambrose Cramer, Sea Beverage, uncle of the bride. beige lace jacket dress with Jr., Mrs. Edward Moffitt, Mrs. the family moved to Masonic
Street, all in Rockport.
The altar was graced by candel- matching accessories cornple- Clifford Elwell. Mrs. Montie Street, where Mrs. Thorndike
er, Mrs. Frank Ames.
The
Russell
family
and
Mr.
Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins of
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Philbrook
Mrs. Pearl Wheeler was the abra and bouquets of pink and mented by a corsage of red Morey. Mrs. Fred Carey, Mrs. has lived until she sustained in- and Mrs. David Calhoun and
Rockland. Mrs. Hjordis Thorvald baby sitter for the children while white
sweet rocket,
lupin, roses. The bridegroom's moth- A F. Freeman, Mrs. Carl juries in a fall May 22 of this children are vacationing in the and nephew, Wayne Philbrook,
sen of Glen Cove, and Mrs. Rita the mothers made the tour.
went to Rockland Thursday and
peonies and carnations, arranged er chose a lavender eyelet em- Moffitt, Mrs. Charles Carver. year and was moved to the Calhoun cottage.
Norwood of Rockport, members
will go to Portland Friday to
Preceding the tour, a picnic by Mrs. C. H. Paulson and Jet- broidered dress with matching Mrs. Harvey Small, Miss Ruth Lucette.
Mrs.
Emery
Philbrook
of
of the Knox County Camera was held at Walker Memorial son Dyer.
meet their grandson, who will
. accessories and a pink rose cor- Davenport, Miss Helen Winslow, She was married to the late
Camden
accompanied
’
by
Mr.
Club, are at Amherst, Mass., at Park.
Hostesses were Mrs.
Escorted by her father, who Sage.
visit them for a while.
Herbert W. Thorndike, Jan. 30,
Miss
Deanna
Allard,
Miss
Sally
tending the annual meeting of Helen Duke and Mrs. Mildred gave her in marriage, the bride Following the ceremony, a re1888, and has one daughter, Mrs. and Mrs. Fred Seaman of Litch The Cotes returned from their
j
Fowler,
Miss
Nancy
O'Brien,
field, came Tuesday for several vacation Thursday.
the New England Camera Club Melching. Mrs. Doris Drisko wore a floor length wedding ception was held at the Village
j Miss Earlene Sayward, Miss Llewella Mills, who still resides
Council.
Sandra Philbrook of Thomas
was ill and unable to attend but gown of imported lace, fashioned jnn jn North Haven. The guest Marion Freeman, Miss Gayle in the home on Masonic Street. days.
Gordon Ames is visiting his ton came Thursday for a few
contributed toward the refresh- with a lace peplum over sheer i>00jc was circulated by Miss Carver. Miss Julie Moffitt, Miss She has one granddaughter, Mrs.
Mr. andMrs. Albert. G. Swide ments A short business meet- nylon tier, and a full bouffant Qreta Morrison, cousin of the i Carolyn Bird. Miss Judy Carver, John B. Kincaid and two great grandmother, Lena Young, in days.
aI'd„daJlf;htei-sLinda and Elinor ing was held. An invitation was skirt. The matching lace bodice bride. Ellis Brown was in i Miss Marie Gardner. Miss Anna grandchildren,
Warren
and Rockland.
of Roslindale. Mass., spent the received from the Rockland Gar- ended in a pointed basque waist, Martha Morrison, cousin of the
Rangoon, capital of Burma,
Florence Bearce stepped on a
Kathy Kincaid of Boonton, N. J.
i
Coughlin,
Miss
Donna
Poulin,
holiday weekend with Mr. and jen'ciub
---------- "to"
- attend a flower'ar. . styled with a jewel trimmed charge of the gift table. Mrs Miss Louise West, Miss Fay Bil- In her younger days, Mrs. rusty nail while strawberrying handles over 80% of the foreign
Mrs. Swide's son-in-law- and ranging class in Rockland. Date Queen Ann collar and long taper- bride, finished cutting the wed
, lings and Miss Gail Ladd, all of Thorndike taught piano and near the Carlton barn. Susan trade of the entire nation.
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. John {(, be announced. The Club also ing sleeves. Her illusion veil ding cake.
Mrs. Rose Dyer i Rockland.
Aziz, Park Street. While here was invited to attend a dinner, fell from a cap of matching lace. and Janet Lermond were in
they all attended a buffet party July 25. at the Federated Church trimmed with sequins and seed charge of the serving tables and I Others present were: Captain
in celebration of the third birth at Thomaston where Senator pearls. She carried a bridal Nancy Crockett and Ellis Brown I Mary Sue Emery of Crescent
t^jieach; Mrs. Joan Knowlton and
day of Mr. and Mrs. Aziz's Margaret Chase Smith will be bouquet of white orchids,
assisted in serving. Susan and Miss Judy Knowlton of Owls
daughter, Christine Marie.
the guest speaker.
The maid of honor, Miss Janna Diane Brown dipped punch.
Head; Miss Violet Carr of
The next regular meeting will Kilbourn, sister of the bride- Following the reception, the Spruce Head;
Miss Sandra
On Monday, July 11, a 6:30 p. be Aug. 4 at the home of Miss groom, wore a ballerina length
m. picnic will be held at Round Marion Weidman, Russell Ave- blue nylon gown complemented couple left for a wedding trip of Sleeper of South Thomaston;
Tree Pond in Union, by the Cath nue. The subject will be "Flow- by matching accessories and a unannounced destination. Thc Mrs. Paul Barnes of Warren:
olic Women's Club and their hus er Arranging”. Members are Colonial corsage. The brides- bride chose as her traveling en Mrs. Harlan Sylvester of Thom
bands. In case of rain it will be asked to take flowers and con- nylon with matching accessories semble, a light blue and white aston: and Mrs. Roger Bram
cord suit complemented by white hall of Connecticut.
held at St. Bernard's Catholic tainer.
Transportation
was maid. Miss Janet Lermond. wore
Church. The affair will be fol furnished by Mrs. Mabel Withee, a ballerina length gown of rose accessories. They are making
their home in Burlington. Vt.
lowed by a meeting conducted by
Mrs. Joan Greene. Miss Ger and a Colonial bouquet. Scott
Annual Boat Club
MEMBFR FEDERAL DEPOSIT WSUHANCE CORPORATtOM
President Mrs. Katherine Mullen. trude Robinson, Mrs. Hilda Big Hallock acted as best man and Out of town guests were from
Rockland, Spruce Head. Au
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
the ushers were Raymond Bev
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jura. gins. Mrs. Margaret Lie-Neilsen erage, brother of the bride, and gusta, North Hamilton, Mass.. Picnic On Island
i
AUIHOtttZED
TO ACT AS EXECUTOR AMP TRUSTEE >
Vinalhaven, New Jersey and
125 Cedar Street, have returned and Mrs. Evelyn Crockett.
Set
For
Sunday
Bristol.
Vt.
home from Chrystal Lake. Mich.,
Mrs. Snow graduated from
where Jura attended the re
North Haven High School, at ROCKPORT — The annual
union of four of his buddies from
tended Husson College in Ban island picnic of the Rockport
the 28th Reconnaissance Techni
gor and graduated from Hart Boat Club will be held on Indian
cians Squadron of the U. S. Air
STATEMENT OF CONDITION as of JUNE 30. 1960
ford Airline Personnel School in Island. Sunday.
Force and their families. This
Mr. and Mrs. Carl D. Lane. ]
Hartford, Conn, She is em
is the first time that the four
*
ployed at the New York Life co-chairmen of the event, sug
men have been together in 10
ASSCTS
Insurance Company in Burling gest that members bring bath
years. Enroute to Michigan, the
ing suits, drinks (the island is
Juras toured Canada and the
TENANTS HARBOR — Under and would enjoy taking part in ton.
Cash and Due from Banks
$11,297,115.34
—
waterless^,
camera,
fly
dope,!
Great Lake region.
the direction and supervision of the programs is invited to come Mr. Snow graduated from suntan lotion, and the agility to
U.
S.
Government
Securities
,
*
29,642,207.99
$
40,939,323.33
Bristol High School. He is at
John Parker and Al French, to these rehearsals,
tending Champlain College in climb from boat to dinghy to
Loans and Discounts
47,708.193.67
summer Dand concerts and
There will be variety acts such Burlington and is employed at shore < and vice versa, of
Stock in Federal Reserve Bank
150 000.00
LOBSTERS
variety shows will be resumed as were given last year when Brodons Office Equipment Com course).
All the rest is provided. A
Bank Buildinqs and Fixtures
1,373 DIB 49
in St. George with the first con- yie concerts were held on the pany there.
real Down East pit clam-lobster
ALIVE or BOILED
Other Real Estate Owned
cert scheduled for Thursday front, porch of Dr. Onat's home
8 800.00
bake will be started Saturday
Lemons
and
limes
probably
night. July 14. at 8 o clock. The
pOj-t Clyde. Those wishing
Branch Items in Transit
427 943.41
EVERY SUNDAY
concerts will be held at the St. to ^ake part mav can pRontjer have more varied uses than any night when the hewers and haul-. Other Assets
200.826.67
9 to 5
George baseball field on Route 24i23, at any time rlght up to other fruit—flavoring, pies, pud ers of wood start gathering drift Income Accrued, Not Collected
4*3 378.74
wood in preparation for a giant’
131.
KEAG RIVER BRIDGE
tlie evening of the concert until dings, salads, drinks, for ex fire that will be lighted early
ample.
Rehearsals
for
the
two
bands
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL
7 o'clock. All acts are welcome;
Total Banking Assets
$ 91.271.131.31
Sunday morning.
will be held at the Community singing, dancing, music of any
LYric 4-7463
Trust Investments
14 978 9*7 08
Ferrying
of
non-boat
owners
to
Building at Tenants Harbor kind from classical to rock-andSPENCER
the island will start at 11 o'clock
South Thomaston
every Tuesday night with the roll. comedy and instrumentals.
Total Assets
from the Boat Club float. Mem
$ 106,250.093.39
junior band practicing at 7 and
FOUNDATION AND BRA
Lions Club
The St. George Band Concerts
70-S-tf the senior band at 8. Anyone and Variety Shows are non-com DESIGNED INDIVIDUALLY bers providing ferry service in
clude: Bob Lane, Dr. Howard
LIABILITIES
who likes to play an instrument mercial. There are no collec
FOR YOU
Apollonio. V. B. Crockett, Col.
tion taken nor tickets sold. The
$ 2.500 000.00
Alfred Greene, Dean Fisher.! Caoital
JULY SPECIAL
programs are given by those
2.500 000.00
Kennedy Crane. III. Paul Parks Surplus
who enjoy performing and arc
10% DISCOUNT ON
and Harry Goodridge.
Boat Undivided Profits
| 787 98* 42 $ 6,783.956.42
listened to by those who enjoy
owners are urged to bring their j
MAGIC MIST
music
and
variety
acts
from
the
SutgiMg Cette TWucfo,
own boats.
Demand Deoosits
• 40 745 846.01
very amateur to the professional
40 878 n»A 15
MILDRED MELCHING
A trench fire will be ready Savinas and Time Deposits
talent.
INCORPORATED
SEA STREET
for members who wish to cook Escrow Accounts
801 884 74
ROCKLAND
MAINE their own lunch or coffee.
Certified and Treasurer's Checks
514 777.41
82.587 009.31
SUCCESSOR TO
82-lt
Indian Island, a decommis
A NEW IDEA
sioned lighthouse, is privately j Reserve for Interest. Taxes, etc.
The Tenafly ITeavers, lne.
656 295.15
owned by thc Patterson family
income CnH-Hed, Not Earned
1,171
557.76
Two Fall Cruises
and permission to hold the picnic
Other Liabilities
77 317 *7
on
the
island
was
generously
ELM STREET
DAMARISCOTTA. MAINE
Each Combining
granted to the committee.
Total Banking Liabilities
$ 91.271.131.31
The island has a small beach
The Exciting Caribbean
I 4 970 OAO 08
for swimming plus interesting Trust Department
IN QUALITY
and
cliffs for adventurous climbers
PERFORMANCE and a panoramic view of thc
Total Liabilities
$106,250,093.39
The
bay from the knoll in the center
Beautiful Mediterranean
J of the island.
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Trust Company

First Of St. George

Summer Concerts To

Presented On

Be

Thursday

Hoiwltuetiett lVec£

Stripes and Checks, Hand IToven Here in Our Studio.

At
THRIFT RATES
BY THE S. S. ATLANTIC

.Ilso, a hne Selection of Handbags, Scarves, Stoles, Baby

Sai'rngs Nov. 25 and Dec. 24

Come in and See Our H'ool Cloth tn Solid Colors,

Blankets, and Men’s Nee kites.

For Reservations
By Sea and Air

Open Dotfi) except Sunday
9 a. m. to 5:30 p. m.
64-S-115

Charles Kalloch
Travel
THORNDIKE HOTEL
Tel. LYric 4-5060
76-S-tf

Read The Courier-Gazette.
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ATTENTION
HOME OWNERS
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Inside - Outside Painting
Insulation
General Improvements

SOLAR HEAT
heating oil *

THE WORLD'S FINEST

Maritime Oil Co.
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BUILDING

MAINE
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SCHOFIELD
HOME IMPROVEMENT
SERVICE

234 PARK ST.
TEL. LY 4-4487 15 GROVE ST.
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Catholic Cemetery Discovered

Hi

FOR ALL

THE CHUR,CH

ALL FOR THE CHURCH
The Church is the greatest factor on

earth for the Building of character and

What is it about fishing that appeals to so
many men? Is it the tang of the out-of-doors,
the salt spray, the play of the reel — or is it
a part of that age-old challenge of pitting oneself
against the forces of nature?

good citizenship.

is

It

a

storehouse of

spiritual values. Without a strong Church,
neither

democracy

nor

There are

survive.

civilization

can

four sound reasons

why every person should attend services

regularly and support the Church. They
are: (I) For his own sake. (2) For his

children's sake. (3) For the sake of his

Probably, it is mostly the challenge, for man
is forever excited b.v a dare. Yet, while life is
full of challenges, all of them are not fun. When
it comes to meeting the greater tests successfully,
you need a lot more than a fishing pole. Then it
is that Faith comes into its own; then it is that
the teachings of the Church are put into practise.
Don’t walk by your church next Sunday —
walk into it. Equip yourself for your own spirit
ual future now.

community and nation. (4) For the sake

of

the

Church

itself,

which

moral and material support.

needs

to church regularly and read your Bible
daily.

Day

Book

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

Jeremiah
Psalms
Psalms
Romans
Phiiippians
John
I Thessalonians

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Chapter

16
24
21
14
2
1
1

Sponsored by

W. C. LADD & SONS

ATWOOD BROS., INC.

LAITE FUNERAL HOME, INC.

Wholesale Lobsters
St. George, Maine

Robert E. Laite, Pres.
Mountain Street
Camden, Maine

BAYVIEW RESTAURANT

LAMB'S CLEANERS

“Overlooking Beautiful Penobscot Bay”

"A Complete Dry Cleaning Service”

BOSTON & ROCKLAND TRANS. CO.

LLOYD'S REXALL

“Shortest Route to Nova Scotia’*

Prescription Specialists
428 Main St.
LYric 4-5433

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
“Over 100 Years of Service’’

CAMDEN NATIONAL BANK
Member

Federal

Reserve

System

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

CLARK'S COLOR CENTER
Color Harmony For the Home

MAZZEO'S MARKET
A Store Built on Service

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Distributor
Shell Gasoline. Range, Fuel Oils,
Utility Gas and Appliances

MURRAY'S SHOE STORE
“Your Family Shoe Store”
Rockland, Maii.j

COFFIN'S CLOTHING
Men’s and Boys’

NEWBERT'S RESTAURANT

COMPTON'S
Mobil-FIame Bottled Gas
Appliances and Heating

PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
Home of Fine Food
Anne Pettee, Head Chef

DEPOSITORS TRUST COMPANY
23 Offices Serving the Heart of Maine
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Member Federal Reserve System

RICHARDSON'S CLOTHING STORE
Thomaston, Maine

DREWETT'S GARAGE
Sales — Rambler — Service

ROCKLAND IGA FOODLINER

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

Rockland Loan & Building Assn.

FEYLER FISH CO., INC.

J. C. ROBINSON & SON

Fish and Lobster Bait

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF PORTLAND

his

Plan to go

A Savings and Loan Association
Established 1888

Verses
16
1-5
1-2
1-3
4-S
38-39
9-10

Abstract from the Thomaston Scrap Book

St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, monette will be on "Killing
Rev. Canon E. O. Kenyon, OIW Giants". Richard Giles will be
Rector: Sundays, Parish Com soloist for both the morning and
munion and sermon at 9:30 a. m. evening services, and an instru
Church School at 11 a. m. Week mental number will be given by
days: Tuesday, Thursday and Florian Clark in the evening serv
Friday. Mass at 7:30. Wednes ice. The Early Teen Agers will
day, Mass at 6 a. m.
meet at 5:45 in the upper vestry
a • •
with Michael Azevedo as leader.
St. John the Baptist Episcopal At 6 the pastor will conduct a
Church, Thomaston: Holy Com church membership class in the
munion every Sunday at 8 a. m., vestry. The evening service will
preceded by morning prayer at open at 7 with the 6ong service
7:40 a. m. Sunday School every led by Richard Bayard. In the
Sunday at 10:30 a. m. except broadcast period beginning at
first Sunday of the month. Morn 7:30 over WRKD Rev. Bohanan
ing Prayer and Family Service will have as the subject of his
first Sunday of each month for message, "So Near - So Far”.
parents and children. A warm Immediately after the evening
invitation is extended to every service the Senior Ambassadors
one to attend this service. Com will leave for their meeting at the
munion breakfast at 9 a. m. each
Galbraith's cottage at Crockett’s
Sunday at the Knox Hotel.
Beach at which Robie Copeland
• • •
will speak on “Reasons Why”.
St. George's Episcopal Church,
The Daily Vacation Bible School
Long Cove, Rev. Herman Ebert
will be in session each day from
in charge: Holy Eurcharist and
9 to 11:30 a. m. from Monday
sermon will be held each Sunday
through Friday, and the closing
during the summer at 10 a. m. ,
program will be held on Friday
• * *
St. Bernard’s Catholic Church. evening at 7. On Tuesday a
Photo by Cullen
Park Street, Rockland: Sunday Sunday School Teachers meeting
Members of the Fourth Degree Assembly. Knights of Columbus, complete work on clearing
will
be
held
at
7;
and
the
Golden
Masses - summer schedule: 8,
the grave of a Catholic Civil War soldier in a cemetery discovered on Old County Road. Thomaston,
9:30 and 11 a. m.; St. James' Hour of Prayer and Praise at not lar from Morse's Corner. The Assembly heard that a Civil War soldier was buried in the area.
7:30
will
have
special
emphasis
Church, Thomaston. 9:30 a. m.;
Assistance from Lee Morse revealed the location. The plot was cleaned and an enclosure was
Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden, on prepartion for the coming Tent erected. Working on the project are. from left to right. Joseph Cormier, Al Plourd, Leo Dostie,
8:00 and 9:30 a. m. Confessions Crusade. Wednesday evening the Jasper Lombardo, Jr., Fern Mathieus, John Aziz and Edward Fernands.
in Rockland: Saturdays, 3:30 Senior Ambassadors will have a
to a new site purchased from on Middle Street Hill before leav
The Old Catholic
and 7:00 p. m. Baptisms, Sun boat ride, and the Deacons and
the Rose estate near Erin Street, ing for the front.
Burial Ground
their
wives
will
have
an
out

days at 1:00 p. m.
then called the Beach Woods
By F. L. S. Morse
It is certainly good to see the
• * *
ing at Spruce Head. On Satur
Road. But, this church was
During the last month of June never built. A few years later, grave of one of our Civil War
Services for the Church ol day. the Prayer Hour will be held
heroes in good order near the
vestry.
in this Year of Our Lord 1960 Mrs.
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, at 7:30 in the* church
Cornelius
Hanrahan highway where all can see with
• •
those
who
have
traveled
along
“Mormon Church”, are held each
the
Congregational respect.
The Pratt Memorial Methodist the Old County Road or rather bought
Sunday morning at 10.30 in the
Church
which
was
used until
One can hardly imagine what
GAR Hall In Rockland. The Church, Merle S. Conant, minis that part of it termed the
1915.
this country or the world would
Priesthood meeting for the m«i ter, will hold its worship service Meadow Road between Mill
As to exactly when and why be like had these boys in blue
is held at 9 a. m. Sunday at the at 10:30. The pastor will preach River and Morse's Corner may
GAR Hall. The Relief Society for on the subject “The King is have noticed very near the road this was abandoned one cannot failed in that great four years
the women is held Wednesday Waiting”. The Baraca Class will a tombstone in a neat enclosure know positively. I have been conflict.
evening at 7:30.
Everyone is meet for a picnic meeting on under a pine tree, with a small told that it was because the
Less than one-half mile from
cordially invited to attend all Wednesday night at 6 o'clock at flag which Indicates a soldier's ground was wet and full of Crowley’s grave, at Morses Cor
springs.
A
recent
visit
to
the
services and meetings.
the Ralph Clark cottage. All grave.
ner was the home of another
• ♦ •
place convinced me beyond a soldier of the Fourth Maine Regi
members are urged to be present.
It
is
the
purpose
of
this
paper
* * *
The Rockland congregation of,
to tell something of the history doubt that this is true. I believe ment. who fell at the Battle of
the Church of Christ meets at the
The People's Methodist Church of this old cemetery now grown that Patrick Crowley, the soldier the Wilderness. After his mother
GAR HaU at 3 p. m. Sunday. A | of South Thomaston will hold
whose lot has been repaired,
general invitation is extended to their evening service at 7 o'clock. up to trees and bushes and also was one of the latest to be had received the news of her
to
present
the
few
facts
known
son's death came a letter saying
all to attend these services.
Rev. Merle Conant will preach on of the worthy soldier buried buried there and the stones in that he was counting the days
• • •
memory
of
his
sons
John
and
the theme “The King is Waiting”.
even the hours to the time when
At the Universalist Church by All are welcome to thc service. there.
In the year 1836, a committee, James may have been the rea he would meet her. For many
the County Court House summer
• • •
son the remains of the father
years she kept the letter with
Union services are held each Sun
Sunday School service will be of which Edward Robinson, later were placed in that lot.
some old soldier clothes, until her
day during July at 11 a. m., spon held at the Littlefield Memorial a Congressman, was chairman,
On the Rose lot where the con tears for her only boy had oblit
sored by the First Congregational Baptist Church, corner of Phil purchased 10 acres of land near
templated church was to have erated the writing.
and First Universalist Churches brick Avenue and Camden Street, the home of Charles S. Tilson
been erected: could that have
and
built
a
large
two
story
Poor
I wonder where Mary, the wife
of Rockland. Rev. William J. at 9:45 Sunday morning. Rev.
been the location of the present of Crowley and the mother of
Robbins is the preacher and Cleaves Henderson of Littleton House or House of Correction,
Catholic Cemetery?
the two little boys, is buried.
music is provided by Robert will occupy the pulpit as a candi for which the town treasurer was
As the years passed and the Possibly right there but nobody
authorized
to
pay
$5,000.
Here
Stackpole. soloist, and Ruth Dal date for the pastorate of the
ton, organist. A nursery is pro church at the 11 a. m. service the paupers were maintained new cemetery was used, it is was left to mark her resting
vided for little ones during the and the 7:15 evening service. under overseers Thomas Tol said that many bodies were re place.
The cellar of the old poorhouse
hour of worship. A friendly . Rev. Carl Small of Rockport will man. John Spear and probably moved from the older grounds,
welcome awaits you here. Dur conduct the Tuesday evening I others according to Cyrus Eaton, the families represented by the in 1925 was full of rose bushes of
ing July, Mr. Robbins is avail ■ prayer service at 7 p. m. A busi until it was sold on division remaining graves being poor or , the old fashioned double type,
perhaps removed from here sometimes referred to as cinna
able for all regular pastoral serv ness meeting of the church will I of the tow’n ln 1848.
After the division of the town abouts. The place was gradually mon roses. There are still a few
ices to the members of both be held following the prayer meet
■ it was felt that it was far from forgotten: perhaps the later of these on the eastern and south
parishes.
ing, July 19. to vote on a new
• • •
being in a central location for priests were not informed about ern sides of the cellar.
pastor of the church. All mem
the old yard at all.
A few years ago, to the great
Self-examination and purifica bers of the church are requested I the smaller town.
Nature kindly covers neglected disgust of most of the neighbors,
tion of thought are essential to to be present at the Sunday serv I By some procedure which I do
spiritual progress. This is a ice and July 19 business meeting. not understand, three men com spots with a beauty of shrubs and someone began to dump rubbish,
missioners were authorized to trees. The grounds are now fair old tin cans and other trash into
theme to be dealt with at Chris-:
sell the property and George ly well wooded. Juniper and pine , the cellar making it unsightly.
tion Science services Sunday.
Thorndike and Charles McLoon trees and many wild apple trees But nature repairs the damage of
Keynoting the Lesson - Sermon t Pastors Change
of South Thomaston and Frank are gorgeous in apple blossom such vandalism in time.
entitled “Sacrament” is thc
lin Farrand bought it at an auc time.
After the old poorhouse was
Golden Text from Psalms (139: At Nazarene
tion for $1,200. The paupers
As a small boy I often visited moved away, a former inmate, a
23-241: “Search me, O God, and
were divided according to their the place. I remember there poor wayfarer, came there and
know my heart: try me. and know Church of Union
place of residence, 23 to Thom- were a dozen or more stones; committed suicide on the steps
my thoughts: and see if there
UNION — Rev. Robert E. i aston, 16 to East Thomaston, Crowley's grave and that of one of the rollway to the cellar. My
be any wicked in me. and lead
Clark, who was recently or later named Rockland, and two Peter Burdge being of most in father, then a small boy, went
me in the way everlasting.”
dained at the New England Dis to South Thomaston.
terest. The small boys of the there on the same day and re
Citations to be read from
trict Assembly of the Church of
Eaton tells us that there had neighborhood talked of these in membered all the gory details,
“Science and Health with Key
the Nazarene in Wollaston, been Roman Catholic settlers in dividuals and one of the most
as did the late John Tilson, an
to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker
Mass., has accepted the pastor these parts and their numbers imaginative claimed an acquaint other small boy at the time who
Eddy include (8:28-30*: “We
ate of the Church jof the Naz had been increased by European ance with old Patrick Crowley lived to be over 90.
should examine ourselves and
arene in Woonsocket. R. I. He immigration.
but deceived nobody.
One who had formerly been
learn what is the affection and
and his family are moving to
James O'Neil, who was en
Patrick Crowley and his wife familiar with the grounds made
purpose of the heart, for in this
their new parsonage, 174 West gaged by General Knox at Phil Mary were both natives of Ire a visit to this place on July 1,
way only can we learn what we
School Street. Woonsocket, R. I. adelphia, came to Thomaston land. He enlisted in the Fourth 1960, and went straight to a stone
honestly are.”
Rev. Stanley Ross and his and lived at the Upper Corner Maine Regiment. His tombstone he remembered flat on the ground
Scriptural selections will include
family, natives of Strong, will where he managed the Gen tells us that he was wounded in and partly grassed over and a
the following verse: “Create in
soon be moving into the par eral's lime business. Later, he the Battle of the Wilderness and
me a clean heart, O God: and
few yards distant the granite
sonage of Union, as he has been bought land at the Meadows and died in a hospital in Washington. base of still another.
renew a right spirit within me.”
selected to the pastorate of the built a home at w’hat has often
The Rockland Gazette of June
(Psalms 51:10*
What a fine community project
local Church of the Nazarene.
been called O'Neil's Corner, 25, 1864. states that the State it would be to clear away the
Sunday services and Sunday
near the old Green house.
Guards attended the funeral serv bushes, trim the timber and fruit
School are both at 10:30 a. m.
He became a man of means ices in a body and that there trees, and make the ancient
and the Wednesday evening meet
and being a devout Catholic took were 22 vehicles ln his funeral cemetery more like a park than
ings are at 7:30.
PORT CLYDE
• * *
steps toward the establishment procession. It further states that the wilderness.
MRS. ALMA S. HEAL
Sunday a Drive-In Church Serv
of regular services of his Crowley was a good soldier and
The stone of Peter Burdge
Correspondent
ice will be held from 8:30 to 9
church in this locality. Through one of the best men of his regi was found, Thursday, and the
Tel.
FRontier
2-6691
a. m. at the Rockland Drive-In
his influence and that of John ment.
date of his death was recorded
Theater with Richard Bayard.
O'Brien of Warren services were
He had enlisted when the regi as 1871.
It shows that the
The Port Clyde Library will be held
Youth Director for the summer at
hereabouts
by Bishop ment was formed and must have cemetery was kept up at least
open
on
Tuesday
’
s
and
Saturdays
the First Baptist Church, speak
Chevereaux and other priests been one of those who camped until that time.
ing on "A Needed Prescription". from 2 to 4 in the afternoon until the increased number of
The Church School at the First throughout thc summer. A food Irish immigrants warranted the
Baptist Church, corner of Main sale to benefit the library will establishment of a church here.
and Summer Streets, will open be held Friday. July 15, from 2
In Volume 18 of the Eastern
at 9:30 with classes for nursery to 5 p. m. on the porch of thc Lincoln Deeds and on page 395
age through adults. In the morn Fawne Littlehale residence at it is recorded that George
ing worship service at 10:45, the Port Clyde.
Thorndike, Charles McLoon and
Services at the Port Clyde Franklin Farrand for $1,200 re
pastor. Rev. Roy I. Bohanan, will
Savings working here
preach on "Pretence or Prac Baptist Church Sunday. July 10: ceived from Catholics of Thom
tice?", and his children's ser Morning worship at 10:30 and aston. Rockland and vicnity,
stay in the "fairway’/
Church School at 11:40. Guest granted, bargained, sold and
speaker will be Rev. Kenneth conveyed the poor farm land
Cassens of Rockland.
and buildings to the Right
PLASTIC
Rev. Cassens will bring a Reverend
John
Fitzpatrick.
message of music, both instru Bishop of Boston, for a Catholic
' up Io *10,000., with
LAMINATING mental and vocal, as well as one Church. Eaton tells us that this
from the Bible. All visitors in was in 1852 and that a small
above-average profit
Of Newspaper Clippings.
the community are invited to portion adjoining was conse
Photographs. Identification
attend these services.
crated as a burial ground. It
Cards and Documents.
seems probable that the whole
Thule Air Base, Greenland, is I area was consecrated as the
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
44*tf equi-distant from Washington, i land has not been taxed in the
D. C„ and Moscow.
I many years since the idea of
having a church here was
abandoned.
AUCTION
Eaton states that the house
Wednesday and Thursday. July 13 and 14. 10 a. m. daily
was used as a church for a time,
99 Broadway. Bangor
but the late George McManus,
(in event of severe storm, next fair day1
who was an enthusiast on his
A tremendous accumulation of good second-hand household
torical matters disputed this
furnishings and a great many antiques. An amazing volume
and maintained that services
of goods that may take the sale into a third day. and that
Rockland Loan and Building
were held at the O'Neil house at
makes this auction a must for every home furnisher, second
the Meadows.
hand furniture dealer and antique* dealer. A truly worth
while sale.
Because of the large number
Association
Order of The Eastern Trust & Banking Co.. Bangor
of Irish people in Rockland, a
(Guardians*
18 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
church had been erected there
Presented by Robert G. Hall of Dover-Foxcroft. George W.
and the house was not in a cen
TELEPHONE LYric 4-8465
Dietz, Thomaston, and Robert L. Foster, Round Pond Harbor.
tral location so it was taken
Auctioneers.
82-lt
82-lt
down and the materials moved

Always at PAR.

Building Material

SEARS ROEBUCK & CO.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

INSURED

CHAS. SHAW

40 FATHOM FISHERIES, INC.

HOTEL ROCKLAND
The Coffee Pot

Plumbing and Heating
Rockland
Thomaston

SPRUCE HEAD LOBSTER CORP.
Spruce Head, Maine

“Open Every Day Except Sunday*’

CLARENCE F. JOY AGENCY
General Insurance
375 Main Street
Rockland

STUDLEY'S
New and Used Furniture

SUPERIOR OIL CO., INC.
KALLOCH FUEL SERVICE

Esso Distributors
Rockland. Maine

KENNISTON BROS.

TALBOT-STEVENSON AGENCY, INC.

Aluminum Siding, Windows, Doors
29 Gay St.
Rockland. Me.

General Insurance
12 Main St.
Camden, Me.
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TT» Courltr-6a«tt», Recklind, Main*

Obituary

Ocean View Grange Hall in Mar
tinsville, sponsored by friends in
the community, the proceeds for
THOMASTON
When making out your will
the benefit of the repair work
MRS. BEULAH ALLEN
on the church tower. The time remember your church and your
Correspondent
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be
Tel. FRontier 2-6394
of the supper has been set for hospital.
sent or telephoned to
MRS. MAXINE MAHONEY, 65 Main Street. Tel. FL 4-6144
5:30 to 7 p. m.
OSCAR ERNEST LANGER
Mrs. Gertrude Andree enter
WARREN—Oscar Ernest Lan
tained at her home a week ago
Mr. and Mrs. Donald F. Esquire on two candidates at
ger, 79, of Warren; died Wednes
Friday night with a supper and
Champlin and daughter Julie of McKinley Lodge at Prospect on
day at the home of his daughter.
birthday party, honoring the '
South Glens Falls, N. Y., are Tuesday evening. Transporta- ’
birthdays of Mrs. Lucy Lowe
Mrs. Edgar Ames.
guests of Harry S. Stewart. 12 tion will leave the lodge hall at {
A retired accountant, Mr. Lan
and Edgar Wiley. Present be
6
p.
m.
Green Street.
ger lived in Belfast from 1927 to
sides the guests of honor, were
Andrew
Dalrymple
of
Wake-1
jMr. and Mrs. Robert Guptill of!
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Pendle
1943, at which time he was audi
IS
Thomaston, David Tabbutt of I
ton spent the weekend at Moose field, Mass., is the guest of Mr.1
tor for the railroad when it was
and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton.
head Lake.
Augusta and Billy Lowe.
taken over by the city. He moved
Church News
to Thomaston upon retirement in
„
Mr. al)d Mrs- Ra'Ph Tinkham
Miss Margaret and Miss Mary
1943. and had resided with his A
of Needham. Mass., arrived at'
McRae of Worcester, Mass., Finnish Congregational Church
Mechanization may help farm
daughter in Warren for the past
their Hart's Neck cottage for the
were Wednesday callers of Mrs. services will be held Sunday at i
1:30 p. m. at the church on the!
ers raise more food per acre with two years, assisting her with an
summer.
Obediah Kalloch.
f
St. George Road.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Colman fewer helpers than they needed ice cream establishment on her
Mrs. Jessie Bell is a surgical
Mass will be celebrated at
of Lambertville, N. J., who re- before, but it's creating a serious farm.
patient at Knot Hospital.
9:30 a. m. at St. James' Catho
Mr. Langer was past master of
it
I
cently purchased the' former problem on the highways.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Collins lic Church.
Timothy Chase Lodge of Masons,
Watson Barter property on
/
and children of Beverly, Mass., Morning prayer will be held !
With modern farm tractors and past commander of Palestine
School Street, have arrived for'
are spending the week with her
equipment, farmers can cultivate Commandery. and past high
H
at 7:40 a. m. Sunday at St i
the
summer,
and
are
making
ex1
mother, Mrs. Alfred Starr.
John's Episcopal Church fol
tensive repairs on their pro-! more land today than ever before, priest of Belfast Chapter, Belfast.
* • ff
Robert Grafton and his grand
but their acreage is likely to be He was a member of Grace Chap
lowed with Holy Communion a.
perty.
mother, Mrs. Albert Knowlton,
split up into several locations that ter. OES, of Thomaston.
8. Sunday School at 10:30.
Earl
Norton
of
New
York
City
are at a cottage at Megunticook
must be reached by driving farm
Sunday School will begin at 10 '
He was born in Brooklyn, N. Y..
has
arrived
at
his
cottage
for
.
Lake for several days.
equipment
down rural roads and :he son of Henry and Mary Green
o'clock Sunday at the Assembl} j
the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Marshall
of God Church with worship I
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dorrie highways.
wald Langer, Nov. 5, 1880.
and daughter of Providence, R.
In this age of fast-moving cars,
service at 11: Rev. Calvin Rog-1
Surviving besides his daughter,
of
Providence, R. I., have re
I., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
ers, pastor. C. A. Young Peo- J
turned home after spending the the slower farm tractors create Mrs. Edgar A. Ames of Warren
Donald Pendleton.
i
]
a serious menace. In the last are a sister, Mrs. Henry Conrad
pie's Group will meet at 6 fol
weekend in town.
An adult polio clinic will be
ten years there has been a 90 of Malvern, Pa.; two brothers,
lowed with evening service at 7.
i
Capt.
Ellsworth
Wallace
is
held the week of July 18. Those
per cent increase in the number William Langer of Middletown ~ ,
Tuesday prayer service at 7:30
.
,
.
.
.!
occupying
an
apartment
in
the
eligible for the clinic must
of fatal tractor accidents. About Conn., and Henry Langer of Has-*/
Painting has been completed to put Rockland's new cell block into lirst class condition. Chief ,, .
house
p. m. Thursday Bible study at
register at the town office July
Maurice Benner said Tuesday. Chief Benner points out to City Manager Charles Haynes the snapone-third of these ocurred on brouk Heights, N. J.; and several^
7:30 p. m.
7 through 11. The cost will be
lock feature of the cell doors. The four-cell block cost the city $4 700 plus city labor. Each cell has i MI ana Mrs Marian rriesuy
Sunday School will begin at two steel-slatted bunks and a combination water closet-lavatory of enameled metal to prevent break- have recently purchased the streets and highways, many of nieces and nephews.
$1.50 per person. Dr. Frederick
them happening at night when
9:45 a. m. Sunday at the Bap age. Thomaston Steel Works installed the block, making use of much of the material taken from former Dorrie house,
Funeral services were held Fri
Dennison's office hours will be
Mrs. Richard Glaude and visibility is limited.
day at 3 p. m. at the Davis Fun
from 6 to 7 p. m. at his home; tist Church followed by services j the old lockup. The new lockup is located in the basement of City Hall. Included in the cost is a
Many
highway
tractor
accidents
at 11 with Rev. John Fitzpatrick lift so officers won’t have to take prisoners up and down a narrow, steep set of concrete stairs, three children and Mrs. Sadie
eral Home in Thomaston with
Dr. Hugo Hochschild's office
conducting the sermon.
Eve-1 Materials have arrived but the lift has not been installed. A booking area also will be set up in the dautje of Waldoboro were re are caused by rear-end collisions Rev. Walter Brown of Union
hours are 4:30 to 5:30 p. m.;
ning service at 7 p. m. Thurs cell block section.
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Har- with autos. Fast-moving autos officiating.
and Dr. E. R. Moss' office hours
frequently overtake tractors be Interment will be in Village
day
prayer
service
at
7
p.
tn.
old Black.
are available during his regular
a two weeks visit with relatives.
fore the drivers realize it. On Cemetery in Thomaston.
Worship service will be held
Services
at
the
Tenants
Harbor
office hours. Persons may go
Mr. and Mrs. George Wentaell
at 11 a. in. Sunday at the Fed
Baptist Church, Rev. Harold A. narrow rural roads, the motorist
to their own doctor.
and children of Worcester, CAMDEN
Haskell, minister, will be as fol may frequently be unable to stop MRS. CHARLES LAWRY
St. John's Episcopal Church erated Church with Rev. Gerald VINALHAVEN
Mass., were weekend guests of
Kinney, pastor. Tuesday, the j
Mrs. Charles Lawry, 72, of
lows on the week of July 10: or turn aside before hitting the
Women's Club will hold a giant
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
MRS. FLOYD ROBERTSON
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Chilles.
Rockland, died after a long ill
Sunday, 9:15 a. m„ the Church tractor.
Correspondent
cooked food sale at 2 p. m. Sat Friendly Circle will hold a noon !
Correspondent
Mrs. Frank Hanley and daugh
During the plowing and plant ness, Thursday. She was born
School with classes for everyone;
Tel. CEdar 6-2197
Telephone 14-8
urday on the Knox Hotel veran picnic at the home of Mrs. Guy j
ter Pam of Rockland visited ____________________________ 10:30 a. m., divine worship with ing season in the spring and the in Swans Island, July 16, 1887.
Brackett at Cushing.
Those)
da. Mrs. Freeman Garniss will
relatives in town Tuesday and
wishing transportation call Miss i
I sermon by the pastor, "The harvesting season in fall, farmers the daughter of Frederick and
be the chairman.
Wednesday.
Lena Shorey before Tuesday. If |
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lovejoy Guiding Word”. The choir will I generally try to get full use of all Louisa Dunham Gott, and was
Mrs. Marion Mills of South pleasant weather please bring! Guests this week of George
Wright are his sisters, Mrs.
and two children of Waltham, Sjng --Jesus, In Thy Grace Abid-1 available light and will work their a member of the Swans Island
Paris is the guest of her broth
own lawn chairs
Mass., and Mrs. Horace Colburn ing- by Rand A special offer-! fields until it gets dark. By the Advent Christian Church.
Minnie
Moran,
Mrs.
Marjorie
er-in-law and sister, Mr and
Pye, Mrs. Ethel Holmstrom and
of Watertown. Mass., are visit- jng wlb
taken this Sunday in time they’re ready to start home,
Surviving are her husband,
Mrs. Donald B. Chase.
ing with relatives and friends I
departments of the church visibility is gone.
nephews David Pye, Richard UNION
two daughters, Mrs. Florence
Mrs. Jennie Anderson of San Spruce Head
Holmstrom and his friend Miss
for a week.
; scbooi. church and the BYF for , Tractors and other farm ma Swears of Vinalhaven, and Mrs
Bernadino, Calif., is spending
FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Mesrobian j tjje Repair Fund on the church; chinery are not designed for the Myrtle Stanley of Rockland; a
the summer with her brother and Mrs. Charles W. Snow. Jr., Lisa Davis.
Correspondent
and sons of Methuen, Mass., are 6 p. m., the BYF and the Junior highway, particularly for the son, Norman Stinson of Owls
sister-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. and children of Middletown, j Capt. and Mrs. Leroy Wad
Tel. STate 5-2333
spending
their vacation with Mrs.j Fellowship meetings for all highway at night. Motorists fol Head; 15 grandchildren, and
leigh
and
children
Brenda
and
Conn.,
are
vacationing
at
the
Arthur Harjula.
Mesrobian's mother, Mrs. Allie young people of the community; lowing tractors at night have little j several great grandchildren.
LaMonte, who have been spend
Miss Mabie Brown has re Snow cottage.
Mrs. Myra Collins is a patient Dougherty.
7 p. m„ the Gospel Hour, fea-1 or no indication of the slow-mov Funeral services will be held
turned home after being a surgi Mr. and Mrs. David Post and ing a vacation in town as guests
at
the
Camden
Community
Hos

of
Mrs.
Wadleigh's
mother.
cal patient at Knox Hospital.
The
annual
summer
sale
of
the
turing
"Song-Time”,
special ing vehicles ahead until they’re Saturday at 2 p. m. at the Rus
children spent the weekend at
sell Funeral Home in Rockland
Mrs. Dora Copeland is medi Minturn as guests of her par-' Mrs. Ralph Robinson, have re pital.
Ladies' Circle of the Chestnut music, and the message, "The almost on them.
Safety experts and agricultural with Rev. William Robbins offi
turned
to
their
home
in
South

Saints",
Ralph
Wallace,
who
suffered
Street
Baptist
Church
will
be
held
I
Preciousness
of
the
cal patient at Knox Hospital.
ents, Mr. and Mrs Elbridge
hampton. Mass.
an ill turn, has been a patient on Wednesday beginning at 10, Choir rehearsal following the engineers are urging farmers to ciating.
Mrs. Helen Hahn has returned Simmons.
use every means to make their
Interment will be at the Cum
a. m., and will be held in the service in the Sanctuary,
home after being employed at Mr. and Mrs. Donald McKin
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fowlie at Knox Hospital. Rockland.
Wednesday at, 7 p. m., the farm equipment more visible to mings Cemetery in Vinalhaven.
Winchester, Mass. She was ac non of Ridgewood, N. J., are of Rockland visited, recently,
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Messer, church vestry. A luncheon will
companied by her niece. Sarah spending the weekend at their her mother, Mrs. Clara Hutchin Miss Diane Messer and Miss be served from 11 a. m. to 2 Hour of Power service in the the motorist. Suggested means
We continue our are warning flags to enable a other farm equipment visible at
Wood, who will be her guest for cottage.
son.
Louraine Messer were in Tops p. m. by members of the Chad Sanctuary.
avae
Club.
discussion
studies
of Christian motorist to detect a slow-moving greater distances at night.
the summer.
field
over
the
weekend
and
holi

A Well Baby Clinic will be
Mrs. Pauline Wotton is on two Miss Karen Waldron, who has held at Dr. Earle's office Tues day.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Francis
Frye
and
!
teachings
and
invite
you to at- farm machine beyond the hill
Mr. and Mrs. Messer
been
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
during daytime, and increased LEGAL NOTICE
weeks vacation from her duties
motored on to Gaspe Bay pen daughter of Clearwater, Fla., are tend. Bring a Bible and others
day.
use of reflectors and reflective NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
as a secretary at the office of John Martin at Minturn, re
visiting
her
parents,
Mr.
and
with
you.
On
Thursday
there
insula,
returning
Tuesday.
I. THOMAS C. AYLWARD
Miss Frances Beverage of
sheeting to make tractors and
attorney Stuart Burgess, Rock turned home Monday.
will
be
a
public
sup
per
at
the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Knight j Mrs. Percy Hopkins,
Register of Probate for the Coun
Prof, and Mrs. C. Wilbert Rockland is visiting at the home
land.
Pomona
ty of Knox in the State of Maine
Valley
NOTICE
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Chand visited over the holiday week-, Limerock
Testamentary issue to Almon P. hereby certify that in the follow
Larry and Harry Wood of Win Snow left Tuesday to spend a
end Mr. and Mrs. Robert Grange will hold a Field Day prqbaTE NOTICES
ler.
Richardson
of
Rockland,
he
being
chester. Mass., are spending the few days at their home in
ing estates the persons were ap
the Executor named therein, with pointed administrators, executors,
Mrs. Herbert Peterson was a Beaudrault and family. Eagers- on Sunday. July 10, at 1 p. m. state OF MAINE
summer with their uncle and Middletown, Conn.
ville,
Conn.
at
the
Laite
Memorial
Park.
If
j
0
p
ersons
interested
In
out
bond.
Tuesday.
guardians and conservators and
aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Roland Hahn. Ms. and Mrs. Clinton Sim Rocklandandvisitor
Mrs. Lylord Phil»nd «"■
Burgess ■
“The SS."'
ESTATE EMILY F. MURRAY on the date hereinafter named.
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Baker mons and family of Middletown.
have received ..,d < the ar- i
Zeh "t , , ”
Tt Pr.bai. cm held ». late of Rockland, deceased. Will
NELLIE NEWBERT of Rock
of Dorchester, Mass., are spend Conn., are spending their vaca brook spent the weekend at
and Petition for Probate thereof land. June 7, IftOO Helen Knowl
They
werfe
r
'
va
'
'
he
‘
r
daughter
and
hus

tion
at
their
home
here.
Moosehead
Lake,
ing two weeks at the Mae Libby
coffee furnished by the Grange Rockland, in and for the County asking that said Will may be ton of Rockland was appointed
cottage at Hathorne's Point in Mrs. G. Milton Friese and accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. band. Major and Mrs. Henry and boiled lobster will be on sale, of Knox, on the twenty-first day proved and allowed and that Let Conservator and qualified by fil
Cushing. He is a nephew of grandchildren John and Terry Hilton Young and son Mark of Newell and son in Germany. At 2 p. m. the American Legion |°f June- in the year of our Lord ters of Administration with the ing bond on same date.
They are to be stationed in
...... j
thousand nine hundred and
Miss Ardelle Maxey and Mrs. Friese arrived Friday to spend Rockland
Band will present a concert under I; one thousand nine hundred and Will annexed be issued to Rhoda
IDA NIEMI of Warren. June
Wyman Philbrook. Jr., of An- Manheim. Germany, for three the direction of Robert Bishop. sixty, and by adjournment from H. Hamilton of Rockland or some
the summer at her cottage.
Bowdoin Grafton.
14, 1960 Selma Anderson of Owls
other
suitable
person,
with
bond.
.
,
.
L
„
day
to
day
from
the
twenty-first
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wahl Mrs. John McKenzie called sonia, Conn., is visiting his years>
It is requested that the Pomona day of said June
ESTATE CHARLES FETTE- Head was appointed Conservator
Mrs. Helen Cramer has va- Choral Group be present.
berg and son David of Rockland. on Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Godfrey. grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
The following matters having ROLI late of Rockland, deceased. and qualified by filing bond on
cated the apartment in the IOOF
Mass., were recent guests of Mrs. Alice Simmons, and Mrs. Lyford Philbrook.
Stephen Harboush. archeologist been presented for the action Petition for Administration asking same date.
Mr. and Mrs. George Grafton. Rhoda Hart, who are patients at
The Ladies of the Auxiliary block and moved to the house and lecturer, spoke before the ! thereupon hereinafter Indicated it that Christopher S. Roberts of
GERSHOM B. ROLLINS late of
Arcana Lodge, Knights of the Miller Nursing Home in held their meeting Wednesday formerly owned by the late Camden Rotary Club at their !is hereby
Rockland or some other suitable Rockland, deceased. June 14
at Camp Dun-Looking, City Chai les Smith. Mrs. Geotgc ju;y 5 meeting. "His subject was j ORDERED.
person be appointed Adminis ! 1960 Shirley J. Rollins of Rock
Pythias, will work the Rank of Rockland. Sunday.
land was appointed Administra \.
That notice thereof be given to trator, with bond.
Mrs. David Murphy and chil Point.
Four candidates were Best,her mother, is with hei wen illustrated by pictures, tapersons
interested,
causing
dren of Brockton, Mass., Mrs. taken
ESTATE MABEL H. McLOON trix and qualified by filing bond
in to membership. Afor the summer.
ken by the speaker himself, of i„allC0DV
of this
order by t*
DUb; on same date.
Helen Meservey and Mrs. Cora picnic supper was served. SupMr. and Mrs. Bliss Fuller, the caves where the Dead Sea Ushed three weeks successively late of Rockland, deceased. First
Murphy of Providence, R. I., per committee was Mrs. Doro- Jr., accompanied a group of scrolls were found and the sur- in The Courier-Gazette, a news- and Final Account presented for WILLIAM C. FALLER late of
George, deceased. June 14,
spent the holiday weekend here. thy Headley. Ethel Dowdy, friends to Baxter Park over the rounding country. Visiting Ro- paper published at Rockland, in allowance by John H. McLoon. ! St.
i960 Cecilia J. Faller of St.
Administrator, c.t.a.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Drink Priscilla Smith and Patricia weekend.
said
County,
that
they
may
ap

tarians were: H. Billings, NaugaESTATE ANNA MARY FLYNN George was appointed Adminis
water. Sr., have returned home DuncanMr. and Mrs. R. Bliss Fuller, tuck. Conn.; P. W. Thompson, pear at a Probate Court to be late of Rockland, deceased. First tratrix, with the Will annexed,
held
at
said
Rockland
on
the
after spending the holiday week
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Me- Mrs fjina puuer and grandchil- Palatka, Fla.; Joseph Legendre,
and Final Account presented for and qualified by filing bond on
end with Mr. and Mrs. John Manus of Paxton, Mass., spent dren Julie and Craig Fuller were Lewiston; and Rev. L. Clarke nineteenth day of July, A. D. 1960 allowance by Beatrice Philbrook, same date.
at
ten
o'clock
in
the
forenoon,
Kelley at Chatham. Mass »
ABBIE J. NEWBERT late of
the weekend at Camp Braemar. at Islesboro July 4th.
of Rumford. The club prize for and be heard thereon if they see Executrix.
Warren, deceased. June 21. 1960
Mrs. Clara Genthner and
Community Church
ESTATE
WILLIAM
E.
cause.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mank that Parian who has come the
A full day of activity is: daughter of Friendship visited of Westfield. Mass., visited his greatest distance for this meet CLIFFORD A. HAMILTON late GRAVES. Sr., late of Rockland, Beryl D. Reever and Karl D.
deceased. First and Final Ac Reever both of Warren were ap
her
daughter
and
son-in-law,
planned for the Spruce Head
mother, Mrs. Isa Mank. over ing was presented to H. Billings. of Rockland, deceased. Will and count presented for allowance by pointed Executors without pond
Church this Sunday.
Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Genthner,
Guests were Rev. Carl Small, Petition for probate thereof ask
the holiday weekend.
BLANCHE E. McINTYRE late
ing that said Will may be proved George C. Graves, Sr.. Executor. j of Warren, deceased. June 21,
School meets at 9:30 a. m. An over the weekend at Arey’s Har
Cheryl Hawes is visiting, this guest of Everett Grieve, and Pat and allowed and that Letters
ESTATE
CLIFFORD
L.
MANK
Adult Bible Class (studying bor.
week, Janet Ivari at Swamp rick Dupuis, guest of A Lalib- Testamentary issue to Irving P. late of Warren, deceased. First 11960 Albert V. McIntyre of War
Mr. and Mrs. William ParGenesis! meets at 10:30 a. m.
ren was appointed Executor, withscott, Mass. The next two weeks erte
Tuttle of Warren, he being the and Final Account presented for j out bond.
This Sunday at 6 p. m.. the menter, Jr., of Norwich, Conn., she will visit in Sharon. Mass.
Executor named therein, without allowance by Harry Mank. Ad
Anyone who thinks water is bond.
first rehearsal for a children's ’ and Mrs. Angus Parker and
t LUCY J. FANTOM late of South
ministrator.
Mr. and Mrs. George Payson
family have returned home from
choir will be held.
cheap has never paid for many
ESTATE RALPH W. CALDER : Thomaston, deceased. June 21. .
ALICE S HALL late of Rock
of Foxboro, Mass., and her sis
'960 George H. Fantom of South
feminine tears
The regular evening service
land. deceased. Will and Peti WOOD late of Vinalhaven, de Thomaston was appointed Executer, Mrs. Arthur Philbrook. of
commences at 7:30 with singing.
tion for probate thereof asking ceased. First and Final Account tor, without bond.
Appleton
were
visitors
Monday
presented for allowance by Ralph
It’s practically impossible to
This Sunday the pastor, Eugen CAMDEN THEATRE
of Mrs. Isa Mank and Mrs. convince any woman that she's that said Will may be proved and E. Starrett, Administrator.
JOHN T. LINNELL late of
allowed and that Letters Testa
Fandrick, will speak on "The
Aubyne Hawes.
SATURDAY, JULY 9th
ten years older than she was mentary issue to Rhoda H. Hamil
ESTATE ETHEL FRANCES Rockland, deceased. June 21.
Marks of the Disinherited.’
Rev. Walter Brown and fami twenty years ago.
ton of Rockland, she being the CROCKETT HOLLIDAY late of ’960 Harold T. Linnell of Rock
LAST DAY SHOWING
ly will return from a vacation of
Executrix named therein, without Rockland, deceased. First and land was appointed Administra- ’
JERRY LEWIS
thrae weeks to occupy the pulpit
bond.
Final Account presented for al 'or, without bond.
■
LYric 4-5141 wl w
NOTICE
In
CHARLES H SMITH late Of
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
Sunday at the Methodist Church.
STATE OF MAINE
RALPH L. BROWN late of lowance by Flora Crockett
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Rockland, deceased. Will and Nichols Blackington. Executrix. Union, deceased. June 21, 1960
Photos of the choir groups of
"VISIT TO A SMALL
SUNDAY: 3:00-6:00-7:45
COMMISSION
Petition for probate thereof ask ESTATE JOHN OSCAR IHAND- Dorothy L. Beckwith of Augusta
the Methodist Church may be
Mon.-Tues.: 1:30-6:15*7:35
PLANET"
was appointed Administratrix,
obtained by contacting Ip-ne Warren Telephone Company Re: ing that said Will may be proved ER late of Rockport, deceased. without bond.
Increase in rates.
and allowed and that Letters Petition for License to sell cer
Payson.
Marjorie
Hopping
or
F. C. No. 1629
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
Testamentary issue to Estelle C. tain real estate situated in Cam JANE TUFTS RICHARDSON
Faith Farrow at once. July 17
A public hearing on the above Blown of Rockland, she being the den. and fully described in said 'ate of Orange City. Florida, de
JULY 10-11-12
is the closing date for orders.
matter wil be held at the offices Executrix named therein, without petition presented by Christopher based. June 21, i960 Jeanette
of the Commission, State House, | bond.
"GREATEST SHOW ON
S. Roberts of Rockland. Public 3. Stickney of Lancaster, Massa
Most of the city water in in Augusta, on July 14. i960, at i RAYMOND O. KEATING late Administrator.
chusetts and Edward C. RichEARTH"
American cities costs about a 10:30 A. M
ESTATE LAURI A. MONDEN, rrdson of Wilmette. Illinois were
I of Appleton, deceased. Will and
Starring Janies Stewart,
BY ORDER OF
Petition for probate thereof ask Jr., and ROBERT T. MONDEN appointed Executors, without
Charles Heston, Betty Hutton nickel a ton.
THE COMMISSION
ing that said Will may be proved of Waltham. Massachusetts. Pe bond. Alfred M. Strout of Thom
82-lt
Roy M Seiners, Clerk
allowed and nio-v
that uwitli
Letters tition for License to sell certain aston, Agent in Maine.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gaze'tA
H2 It | and aiiunvu
ORRIN E PINKHAM. Sr., late
------------------------------- ^=-1- I Testamentary issue to Esther A Real Estate situated in Rockport,
Keating of Appleton, she being Maine, and fully described in cf Rockland, deceased. June 23.
the Executrix named therein, said petition presented by Vir 1960 Helen M. Pinkham of Rock-.A.
NOW SHOWING thru TUES.
ginia S. Heikkila of Norwood, land was appointed Administra W
without bond.
~
Daily: 1:30 - 6:45 - 9:15
BYRON MCDONALD late of Massachusetts, Foreign Guard trix, without bond.
EUGENIA SEWALL late of
8OCKIAN0 $ SAMIIT 1 HI ATM
Rockport, deceased. Will and ian.
Sun. Continuous 3:00-5:30-8:15
ESTATE MARY A. GLENDEN- Rockland, deceased. June 21
Petition for probate thereof ask
ing that said Will may be proved NING of Rockland. Petition fo 1960 Corris M. Randall of Rock
and allowed and that Letters License to Mortgage certain real land was appointed Administra
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
Testamentary Issue to Alexander estate situated in Rockland and trix, and qualified by filing bond
■ .- -.- :..
,
...i £
MILLIE PERKINS
JACK H. HARRIS’ production of
R. Gillmor of Camden, he being fully described in said petition on same date.
JOSEPH SHILDKRAUT
the Executor named therein, with presented by Lincoln E. McRae,
ALICE E. BRITT late of Rock
SHELLEY WINTERS in bond.
Jr., of Rockland. Guardian.
land. deceased. June 21. 3960
"DIARY OF ANNE FRANK"
ESTATE CHARLOTTE B. MC William A. Karl of Rockland was
ALICE G SWEENEY late of
Thomaston, deceased. Will and MANUS late of Rockland, de appointed Executor, and quali
WINNER OF 3 AWARDS
Petition for probate thereof ask ceased. Petition for Administra fied by filing bond on June 28.
CINEMASCOPE
CiNim«S<op£ • COLOR by DcLuxe
ing that said Will may be proved tion d.b.n. asking that Hazel 11960.
ALSO
A Fairview Production • A Universal-International Release
and allowed and that Letters Pease of Warren or some other JOSEPH WENNING late of Vi
"THUNDERING JETS"
Testamentary issue to Harry P. suitable person be appointed Ad nalhaven, deceased. June 21,
Sweeney of Thomaston, he being ministratrix. d.b.n.. with bond.
Produced by
Directed by
Screenplay by
1960 A. Everett Libby of Vinal
ENDS SAT. — Jerry Lewis the Executor named therein, with WITNESS, Charles T. Smalley, haven was appointed Executor,
Plus "S. 0. S. PACIFIC"
PAUL OSBORN
out bond.
A MACNA ProJucl'OA
Judge of Probate Court for Knox and qualified by filing bond on
"BELL BOY"
same date.
In Me WoMw cl H r FrtN ,1, STEREOPHON'C sound
KATIE H. PIERCE late of County, Rockland, Maine.
ENDS SATURDAY - 1:45-7:45
Attest:
Attest:
Show Starts at Dusk Adm. .65 Rockland, deceased. Will and
THOMAS C. AYLWARD,
"AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS"
Petition for probate thereof ask
THOMAS C. AYLWARD, iU
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spending a week at Bridgton at
Wood's Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Tirri and
Mrs. Helen Tirri of Jamaica,
N. Y., are at the Tirri farm for
two weeks.
Mrs. Helen Tirri
plans to remain for the summer.
Walter Perry of Manchester,
N. H., was the weekend visitor
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Perry.
Mrs. Helga Muhonen of Fitch
burg, Mass., is spending a vaca
tion with Mr. and Mrs. Antto
Riutta.
Clarence and Maynard Waltz
of Keene, N. H., spent the week
end at the Waltz Homestead.
Carl Buitta of Newton, Mass.,
was also a holiday guest of Willis
Moody, Jr., and family.
Mr. and Mrs. WiUis Carter of
Reading, Mass., are the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Moody,

Jr. Them son Ralph was a guest
the previous week.
FRIENDSHIP
WARREN
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
MRS. HELEN L. BAIRD
Kigel and daughters Gail and
MISS DORIS HYLER
Correspondent
Jeanne are Mr. and Mrs. David
Correspondent
Tel. TEmple 2-9954
Strong and son of Newton, Mass.,
Tel. CRestwood 4-2421 office
and Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
Tel. CRestwood 4-2038 bome
Shout
Wright of Melrose. Mrs. Wright Miss Peggy Jones has employ
ment at Camp Wohelo at Sebago
and Mrs. Kigel are sisters.
Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Parent
Mr and Mrs. Eugene Fales,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
FairDr. and Mrs. Morton KlegerIt From
Jr., and daughters, Carolyn,
field of Hudson, N. H., were
Christie, and Cathy, of Arlington, man and family of Connecticut
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Mass, were the holiday guests of 1 are occupying Mrs. Arthur
Parent and children. Linda and
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. Fos Pratt's cottage for the months
the
Richard. Sunday.
ter Fales. They returned home of July and August.
• Mr. and Mrs. Carleton McCobb
Wednesday. Miss Patty Henry Misses Sharon and Pamela
of Dresden were guests of the
went home with her cousins .to Stenger are spending this week
Parents and the two families
visit for 10 days. Her mother, with their aunt and uncle, Mr.
Classified
toured to Lily Bay. Kokajo,
Mrs. Walter Henry will go to and Mrs. Ronald Somes in Hallo
Chesuncook Lake, and Ripogenus
Massachusetts for her. At pres well.
Dam, Monday.
ent, Beth Henry is visiting her Miss Leatrice M. Davis of
Columns
Mr. and Mrs. Generean Pegrandparents, the E. Foster Farmington, Conn., spent the
coreao of South Windham were
1 Fales.'
holiday weekend with her par
Wednesday visitors of Mrs. Par
Aurel Chicoine is a medical pa ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Davis.
ent.
The
two
ladies
hadn't
seen
of the...
tient at Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Maloney of
each other for 20 years.
LOST AND FOUND
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will Brighton. Mass., called on his
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Emery
and daughter Deborah and Mr. TIGER Stripe Male Cat wan have a business meeting, Mon sister, Mrs. Jennie Simmons, on
Classified advertisements In this section having three
lines or less will be inserted once for $1. and three times for
and Mrs. Robert Emery and chil dered away July 1 from cottage day. July 11. The refreshment Thursday.
$2. Additional lines will be charged at 20 cents per line for
dren. Dennise and Robert, are at Crockett’s Beach, Owls Head. committee will be Mrs. Katharyn Capt. Stillman Osgood of Vinal
the first insertion and 10 cents per line for each additional
Call MRS. JOHN BARNARD. Jameson, Mrs. Adelle Stanford, haven was in town on Thursday
insertion. Figure five short words per line in preparing
calling on friends.
LYric 4-7431.
82*84 and Mrs. Hazel Bowers.
REAL ESTATE
classified advertisements. Advertisements which call for
Mrs. Priscilla Ehrke of Boston
George Sparks of Philadelphia,
FOUND: 2 female hound pup
mailing to The Courier-Gazette on behalf of the advertiser
pies, 1 adult female tan retriever. is spending her vacation at her Pa., spent the weekend with his
will carry an additional charge of 50 cents.
FOR SALE BY WOOD
Payment for classified advertising in advance of pub
A nice little 3 room cottage Under dog law. CALL LYric home with her sister, Mrs. Rob family at the Carlton Simmons
80-82 ert Warren. She arrived for the cottage. Forest Lake.
lication is required. Exceptions are those firms and persons
with lovely views of lake and 4-5850.
Fourth.
having regular accounts with The Courier-Gazette.
mountains. $2,000.
Miss Daisy Thomas of New
Mr and Mr% Emerson Dun 1 York City and Miss Betty Call
Lakefront cottage with 3 bed
COTTAGES
rooms, bath and screened porch.
ning and daughters Lina and Julie of Orono have been guests of
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
$3,800.
COTTAGES for rent. SAM of Freeport are at the Ehrke cot Miss Mary Lou Baird.
Oceanfront home with central
Mrs. S. E. Prior returned
1953 OLDSMOBILE 4 Door De48 BUICK Roadmaster for sale, heat, modern kitchen and bath, PIPICELLO, Holiday Beach, Ow’s tage for a week.
Edward V. Murphy of Drexel home from Knox Hospital on
luxe for sale. SANDY SHORES, with Dyna-Flo. Contact GEORGE enclosed porch, 2 bedrooms, ga Head, Tel. LYric 4-7479.___ 82-84
Warren, Tel. CRestwood 3-2073. TAINTER Tel. 6-12, Swans rage and about 5 acres of land. New modern housekeeping cot Hill. Pa.. Is visiting the Louis De- Wednesday.
tage to let on Hobbs Pond, Hope, Ioias at their Crawford Lake cot Mr. and Mrs. Henry Grieve of
82*84 Island.
82-84 $15,000.
Wonderful views over Penob 10 miles from Rockland. Avail tage.
FREE STEAM IRON
, New Hampshire were recent,
25 ROOF Shingling Brackets for
able July 30 to Aug. 13. $75 per
July - August only!
The Day Extension Group will guests of Mrs. Burgess Sim
sale. HERBERT KENNISTON. scot Bay from 20'x30' living room week. JIM WENTWORTH, Hope,
Trade in your old coal or wood Warren, Tel. CRestwood 4-2686. with fireplace and beamed cell Tel. ROger 3-4645 .
81-91 meet at 8 a. m. July 12 at the mons.
furnace for a new forced warm
_
82-84 ing; 3 bedrooms, l!-j baths, steam
home of Mrs. Edwin Gammon to The Women's Auxiliary of the
MODERN
Seashore
Cottage
<ur oil system! All leading makes.
heat and large landscaped lot.
drive to Augusta to visit the new Fire Department have secured
FULL
Sized
GE
Push
BuUon
available
July
9,
with
boat,
$50
$21,500.
Installations completed in just
Ralph Hunt of Lincolnville to
Modern one story home with 2 weekly. FRED BATTY. South Kirschner plant there.
one day by expert crew. No down Electric Stove with automatic
Red Cross Swimming Classes put on a chicken barbecue at the
payment. Up to 5 years terms. timer for sale, in perfect cond. bedrooms, large living room with Thomaston, Tel. LYric 4-7546.
80*82 are being held Wednesdays and Village School on Wednesday
No payments until December! $100. Also, clothes reel, $10; and fireplace. Lovely views from pic
Our 28th year in heating. Write Boston rocker. $10. TEL. LYric ture windows, 8 acres extending MODERN Cottage with fire Fridays at Sandy Shores with evening.
82 It from road to shore. Also includ place to let on the east side of
,oday for free estimates to SUPE 4-5143.
Carl Perry picking up at the Mrs. Cassie Hyler, who has
RIOR HEATING CO., INC., 361
BASSET Hounds for sale, tri- ed is a cottage for guest house Sennebec Pond. TEL. West Ap
been staying with Mrs. Jennie
Sherwood Street. Portland, Maine. colored AKC reg. puppies, excel or rental unit. $21,000.
pleton 4-22 .
79*84
Simmons, has returned to her
WANTED
82*87 lent blood lines. Tel. 452-W4,
Attractive all year home on TWO Bedroom Cottage to let
home at Port. Clyde.
MRS. IIARRY COPSON, Back lakefront containing all modem on the shore at Spruce Head.
PRACTICAL Nurse wanted.
Miss Eda J. Lawry Is a pa
Belmont Road, Belfast^___ 82*lt improvements. Fireplace, 3 bed Call LYric 4-4927 or inquire at
rooms, 2 bathrooms and double the Island. MRS. TED SYLVES CALL LYric 4-5866 preferably tient al Knox Hospital.
I will pay cash for anything garage. $18,500.
___
82-84
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert S. Pratt
TER.________
78* tf after 5 p. m.
that has resale value delivered to
In Rockland, a two family unit
SINGLE House wanted to rent,
me or will pick up large lots. with bathrooms and central heat COTTAGE at Crockett's Beach
to let by week or season. Run four or five rooms with bath, for I Monument at 9 a. m. and enroute
CHARLES SIMMONS, Simonton's $6,000.
tSafcrafesi"
couple. CALL LYric 4-8055. 82*lt
Cornel', Rockport.
82-93
over 131, and Route 1 to the South
A commercial property on ning water-—flush. TEL. LYric
WANTED
4-7208.
78-tf
$100 DOWN and Take Over Route 1 with acreage extending to
Pond. Transportation is being
Just let him. large or small
Royal
of
America
calling
all
wo

Payments - 1959 Hillman 4 door, shore: buildings consist of store COTTAGE to let at Crescent men to display our new fall line 1 furnished by the Lions Club, as is
See our models, of all kinds
or shop for retail outlet plus a Beach, mod. conv. Tel. LYric of jewelry, cosmetics, boilable ! their custom.
We have models for everyone A-l cond. TEL. CEdar 6-2556.
4-4275, M. R. SAWYER, Box 626,
81-83 nice dwelling. $22,000
Young or adult minds
wear, gifts and gadgets and a ! Mrs. Edna Moore, Mrs. Marion
Two story building on Water Rockland._________________77-tf
ONE Morrill wheel rake and Street. Rockland, formerly Spruce COTTAGE at Owls Head to let. complete line of toys. No invest- Manner, Miss Doris Hyler and
Gi^tyufs
one Dearborn disc harrow for Head Kitchens; two front offices, All modern. Available last two men:. Write ROYAL OF AMER Miss Avis Maloney attended the
ICA, P O. Box 107, Searsport, I regular meeting of Auxiliary to
sale, both 3 point hitch. Also, a large wor k rooms, walk-in freez
both July an'1 August. Maine
_____ 82-84
399 Main Si.
Rockland one yard dump trailer for use ing room and 5 room apartment. weeks
! Canton Lafayette in Rockland,
MRS.
PAUL
SEAVEY.
Tel.
7-S-81 with tractor. JAMES L. DOR
BUSY Fuller Brush dealer
Contact F. H. WOOD, Realtor, LYric 4-7008 between 9a.m. and
Wednesday evening. During the
NAN, East Union, Maine. 81-83 Court House, Rockland.
82-lt 5 p. m.
76-tf needs a' man to work partime meeting, Mrs. Manner, delegate
evenings
and
weekends.
Write
ARMY Double Decker Bunk
Have several used electric re
FOR SALE
COTTAGE on Sennebec Pond MR. ELY, 32 Grove Street, Lew to the annual meeting of the
frigerators for sale, all in good Beds with mattresses for sale,
No. 1. Central location, nice to let, H&C water, flush, shower, iston. Maine._____________ 81-86 Maine Association LAPM at Bar
set
$20:
also,
metal
office
chairs,
operating condition, priced from
comfortable home with heatolater boat. TEL. Warren CRestwood
ONE immediate opening for Harbor, gave a most interesting
$39.95 to $75. Also, used TV's. suitable for youth chairs; five fireplace, a full bath, has ample 4-2686
75*83
men's
suits,
size
40-42
$20
for
Phone FLeetwood 4-6141, RICH
garage room and workshop, hot LERMOND'S Pond Cottage and ambltiuus. polite, married man. . report. Those who attended the
ARDS RADIO - TV. Thomaston. lot; other items. TEL. LYric water heat, oil burner. Ask to Crescent Beach Cottage to let. Interested in $90 a week. Appli conclave at Newport. R. I., reto_______________ 8F83 4-7653 or 4-7688 evenings and Sun see it if you want a nice home-. CLINTON J. BOWLEY. 85 Gran cant must have phone and car. , ported on these sessions. An AsPOSi OFFICE BOX 126. Hallo ! sociation Past President's Sash
81-83
W-.O1POINT, Push Button, Dou- day.
No. 2. Nearly new home over ite St., Tel. LYric 4-7021.
74-tf well. Maine.
81-86
looking
Penobscot
Bay.
This
is
1 was presented by Mrs. Esther
1949 JEEPSTER for sale. Tel.
b'e Oven. Electric Range for sale.
COTTAGE For Rent: 2 bed
LOBSTER
Boat
wanted,
26
or Keating. Auxiliary president, to
a
splendidly
built
home.
Yes,
it's
305 BROADWAY. Rockland. 82-tf LYric 4-5461 or may be seen at
room
cottage,
salt
water
frontage,
81-85 modern, four rooms, full bath. completely furnished. 2 week min 28 ft., good cond. ED ROSS. i Miss Hyler. Association president.
TRAP Stock for sale, mill 60 OCEAN STREET
Pleasant Point. Tel. LYric 4-2390.
your time to inspect it. imum
17' GIBSON Deepfreeze for Worth
clean-up to end season. No. 1 and
Thanks for reading.
81*83 The Ladies and Chevaliers were
CHARLES
E.
BICKNELL.
II
No. 2 grades. Call LINCOLN sale, excellent cond. EDWARD
FREEMAN
S.
YOUNG
WAITRESS
wanted.
Must
be asked to bring their uniforms to
Real Estate — Insurance
VILLE ROger 3-4700 .
80*82 KISKILA, South Cushing. 81*83
Tel. LYric 4-7173
over 21. Apply in person. BAY- | the Home Picnic, Aug. 6. to taxe
491
Main
Street
Tel.
LYric
4-5709
1956 BUICK Special for sale
THOROBRED Beagle pups for
163 Main Street
81-tf I part in the Flag presentation by
69-tf VIEW HOTEL.
sale. Excellent hunting stock to R&H. $875. TEL. STate 5-2734.
Rockland, Maine
the Department of Maine P. M.
Short
of
cash?
Who
isn
’
t
!
How
start this fall. CALL STate 5-2574.
____
81*83
'
82-84
about earning $40 per week? i Miss Hyler. assisted by Mrs.
81-83
TO LET
Housewives preferred for GOOD Addie .Brown, Mrs. Moore and
AVON TERRITORIES.
Phone
GRAVEL - LOAM - FILL
SIX Room Single House to let, Rockland LYric 4-5292 or write i Mrs. Keating, served refresh
REAL ESTATE
ments of strawberry shortcakes.
TRACTOR
WORK
good
location,
overlooking
Rock

FOR SALE
MRS. MARGARET GARDNER.
FREE ESTIMATE
land Harbor. Prefer adults. $60 RFD 1, Thomaston, Maine. 80-82 Refreshment committee, for the
ONE
Charles E. Bicknell II a month. TEL. LYric 4-5796.
IRVING F. SMITH
SEA Chests, Commodes and i August meeting will be Mrs.
______________ 82-84
1954 MACK TRACTOR, B60
Owls Head
Tel. LY 4-4039
Settees wanted. LOUIS PAR- Manner and Miss Maloney. An
491 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
SUMMER Rental at Wes; Rock _REAULT, Sr., Warren, tel. CRest 1 Auxiliary and Canton supper is
ONE
81-86
port-6 room house, garage, large wood 3-2388.
79-91 i planned in August with the MacPhone LY 4-5709
J?55 MACK TRACTOR, B60
porch, lakefront, furnished. Avail
Phails at Owls Head.
GENERAL CONTRACTING
able
immediately.
TEL.
CEdar
'Width Have Saddle Tanks
INSURANCE
Chimneys topped-out and butted 1 Church services Sunday. July
6-3482.
82-84
HOBBY
-CRAFT
CORNER
and Sanders.
out, repaired or built new. Ce
TWO Unfurn. 4 Room Apts, ment block foundation and cement 10. at the Warren Baptist Church,
76-T&S-W
ART - CRAFT - MODEL
with bath to let, second floor, wa floors and asphalt roofing. V. E 110 a. m. and 7 p. m Church
Superior Oil, Inc.
SUPPLIES
ter furnished, hot water tank, NICKLES, Box 493, City, Tel ' School at 11:10 a. m.
OWLS
HEAD:
Ocean
front
cot

STAMPS
COVERS
ROCKLAND
newly decorated: also, 5 room LYric 4-7181.______________ 44-tl
TEL. LYric 4-5545
266 So. Main SI.
Rockland tage for sale with modern bath unfurn apt. with bath, second
WE Buy Scrap Iron, Metals BOATS AND MOTORS
76-tf
62-tf and kitchen. Fireplace. Furni floor, heat, and hot and cold wa
ture included. $10,500. SECURITY
Rags and Batteries.
MORRIS
REAL ESTATE CO, Dorothy ter furnished. TEL. LYric 4-7270 GORDON and SON, Tel. LYric
14' LAPSTREAK Boat for sale.
_______________ 81-tf
BIRD Houses, Feeding Stations,
WHITE Cabinet Sink for sale; Dietz, across from Village Green.
1-4560, Leland Street, Rockland ■ 1958 motor and trailer. Can be
Trellises, and Fences for sale. also, hot water tank, office desk, Camden. Tel. CEdar 6-2117 or SIX Room House at South End
18-ti
:ried by appointment. $275 cash.
RAYE'S CRAFT SHOP. Prescott heater, misc. articles. 15 WADS 6-3240.
82-lt 0 let. For information CALL
PHONE LYric 4-7016. 113 Cam
Street.
_____________ 79*84 WORTH STREET. Thomaston.
LYric
4-4207
between
5:30
and
7
MAINE-WAY OFFERINGS
den Street.__________
82 * 11
SERVICES
80*82
FIRe. Extinguishers, Welding
3 BEDROOM COTTAGE with pm References required. 81*83
16' ROUND Bottom Boat foi
Equipment and Supplies. MORSINGER Dropleaf Sewing Ma ! bath, fireplace, large living room, ROOM to let. kitchen privileges
sale, with 30 h. p. Mercury motor.
GENERAL CONTRACTING
1 RIS GORDON AND SON, Tel. chine for sale, excellent conn., 1 kitchen and screened porch. Par- if desired. 97 Union Street. TEL.
TEL. FLeetwood 4-6307 after f
" LYric 4-4500.____________ 44-tf $17. MRS. SHIRLEY. Vinalhaven. j tially furnished, 2 wooded salt LYric 4-7022.
81-tf Chimneys - Block Foundations - Z_m.___ _
81-83
TWO Year Old Chestnut Filly _________________________ 80*82 shore lots and 2 car garage. Tax TWO Room Completely Furn. Cement Floors. Also asphalt roof
ing. General carpentry. Box 42,
14' BOAT for sale. A-l cond.
tor sale, gentle, clever. MRS
I $52. Price $4800.
Apt. to let, available thru July 30. City. Tel. LYric 4-7124. P. E. ’rice reduced for quick sale.
ALTON
CROMWELL, Clark
MODERN RANCH HOME de- Also, 3 room unfurn, apt. for WEBBER
REAL ESTATE
81-tf X. D. HATCH. Spruce Head.
apd_________
77*82
i signed and built for living on the perm, residence. Water and hot
81*83
jiUMINUM Windows, Doors,
level.
Completely
furnished
.
Two
water
included.
14
Union
Street,
FOR SALE
18
x7'
SPEEDBOAT
Chris-Craft
I
bedrooms
Exceptional
buy
at
Askings and Siding for sale.
Camden,
TEL.
CEdar
6-3286.
SAVE $$
6 room house with garage over
'or sale, 60 h. p. engine. L.
KENNISTON BROS., Tel. Rock looking salt water. This prop $10,000.
_______________________ 81-83
THOMPSON, Port Clyde.
81*83
FRIENDSHIP: 6 room cape THREE Room Furnished Apart
land LYric 4-5424 or CRestwood erty located on main highway
Roll
Dev.
and
Printad
with barn. Water view. Handy ment to let; also, 7 room cottage,
20’ SEA Skiff for sale, built
4-2686.________________ 15-tf Priced at $5,000.
B & W
Koda-’olor
1959 , 35 h. p. Johnson, electric
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg
with bath; and store in center of
House lot on main street. Ten man special. $3900.
a
Exp.
VILLAGE HOME in Warren of town HASKELL & CORTHELL.
garter, fully equipped including
$2.95
O Ball 50c
ular $10.95 for $6.95. NORTI ants Harbor. Centrally located
?anvas cover. A real buy. $1500.
EASTLAND TRADING POST, this lot a choice piece of property. 8 rooms on spacious lot. Central TeLCEdar 6-3284. Camden. 81-83
T9 Exp. 75c
2. R. MacLEAN, Lincolnville,
$3.95
Small house and barn with 9 ' heat, plumbing and town water. FIVE Room Unfurn. Apt to let.
Thomaston.________________ 1-tf
1 * Roll
ake driveway next to Ducktrap
acres of land and view of salt Business potential. $5500.
For A Home Of Your Own Call excellent cond.. adults only, no
| Motel.
81*83
water. Yours for only $4,000.
pets. CARL BORGERSON. 100
JURA PHOTO SERVICE
DETROITER
WELL
Built
16
ft.
Plywood
Boat
Cottage for sale on salt water PARKER L. SPOFFORD, Realtor Park Street.
80*82
P. O. BOX 899
Tel. TEmple 2-5270 or 2-9386
'or sale. Also, 30 h.p. Evinrude
with 135 ft. frontage.
MOBILE HOMES
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Route
1,
Waldoboro
motor, electric starting 6 vol
Also cottage lots and other
Remit with Coin
___________________
82-84
All Models at
battery, remote controls, steeracreage on water.
—
FOR
RENT
Write
(or
Mailing
Envelopes
FOR SALE
.ng wheel, trailer. Complete ouiTRUE HALL. Realtor
’ Folding Wheel Chairs
Lowest Prices in Maine
58-tf
1 North End - 7 rooms, complete
Tenants Harbor, Maine | fit, $795. Can be financed. DRE* Hospital Beds
Rank Rates Up To 7 Years
new bath, newly decorated inside
Tel. FRontier 2-6311 or 2-6595
VETT'S GARAGE. Warren, tel.
’ Mattresses
SEWING Mechines and Vacu I CRestwood 3-2332 .
79-82
81-83 and out. $8,500.
STANLEY POOLER
* Red Side Rails
Central - Large home, can be
um Cleaners, all makes, serviced
SEVEN Room House for sale.
35 College Ave. Rts. 201 & 100
* Invalid Walkers
FOR SALE. 18' centerboard sail
in your home. SINGER SEWING aoat complete with 15 H. P. out
300 feet from town beach and used as a single or 2 family.
WATERVILLE - MAINE
' Red Tables
CENTER. 395 Main Street, Rock board. Hull, sails & outboard in
Tel. LYric 4-8611
37-S-tf park TEL CEdar 6-3582 42-tf $9,000.
North End - 9 rooms, complete
land. Tel. LYric 4-7025.
66-tf j excellent cond.. $600. Phone Vi
FOR SALE on Spruce Head bath,
UNITED HOME SUPPLY
extra flush, barn-garage.
nalhaven 22-11 or write J. H.
Island,
modern
house.
5
rooms
Cesspools
and
Septic
Tanks
579
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
PIPE FOR SALE
All this house needs is a furnace.
140-S-tf
flfeck and galvanized. AU size* and bath, stone fireplace in living $7,000.
Cleaned, repaired and installed. ‘WALSH, c'o A E Carver, Vi77-85
^prices. BICKNELL MFG. room, sunporch and extra lot.
Automatic cleaning equipment. , nalhaven._____
South End - 2 family. 4 rooms
80-82
’0.. Lime Street.__________ 141 TEL. LYric 4-7022 .
and bath each apartment. $7,500 NICELY Furn. Room to let, Free inspection and estimates. SEE Bowman Dragster and
NEW Home for sale. 5 rms. and EVELYN M. MUNSEY. Realtor kitchen optional. Separate en SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally Lancer Fiberglass Boats, 22’
"TESTED — GUARANTEED
bath. TEL. LYric 4-7181.
79-84
27 Chestnut Street
trance. TEL. LYrie 4-8622 . 66-tf owned and operated. Tel. Cam ; 'aunch and skiffs, McCulloch out
USED APPLIANCES
boards, 14' 600 lb. trailers,
den CEdar 6-2687.___ 33-tf
Tel. LYric 4-4803 or 4-5975
SHOREFRONT Lots on Isles
Refrigerators, Electric Ranges.
TWO Room Apt. to let. kitchen
$114.21. ROCKLAND BOAT SHOP.
GREEN’S
________________ 81-83 ette and bath, heated, stove and
Gas Ranges, Automatic Washers boro for sale. Sunset view of |
61-tf
and Dryers, Wringer Washers. Camden Hills. New 24-car ferry.
refrig. Party who works pre Professional carpet, rug and up 1
holstery
cleaning
service.
Tel
ALBERT E. MacPHAIL, INC., Mainland electricity and tele
MISCELLANEOUS ferred. Tel. LYric 4-4691 or 4-8163.
FOR SALE
449 Main Street, Tel. LYric 4-5751. phone. No brokers. R. A. BE_________________________64-tf CEdar 6-3750, Camden, Maine.
MAN. Sunset Farm. Islesboro,
_____________ 48-tf
27-tf 1959 Boat, Motor, Trailer
TO
RENT
:
Two
room
2nd
floor
WELL!
WELL!
WELL!
79-104
“LOASl Driveway Gravel, Ce Maine.
RADIO, TV AND ANTENNA
If it is water you need, write office, newly renovated, steam
USED VERY LITTLE
ment Gravel. Mortar Sand and
SERVICE
R. W. DRINKWATER WeU Drill heat. E C. MORAN COMPANY,
16' Delux Cornell Speedster,
Drainage Rock for sale. NEIL
Bernard C. Kaler, Jr.
ing Contractor. P O Box 135. INC.. 425 Main Street, Rockland.
with "Ride Guide” Steering;
RUSSELL, Tel. LYric 4-5667.
_ 56-tf
7 Broad Street
Camden. Tel. CEdar 6-2768 In Tel. LYric 4-4300
50-tf •Cousens' Realty:: stallment plan also available, no SMALL, Unfurn.. Heated, 3
45 H. P. Mercury Outboard
Tel. LYric 4-8140
68-tf
Motor; Tee-Nee Trailer.
down payment ncessary. Mem Room Apt. with bath to let. Elec,
Business Opportunities
RALPH L. RICHARDS
Boat has nylon cover; pulls
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings' > ber of New England and National stove and refrigerator. Adults
Floor Sanding Service
Associations.
72-tf only. TEL. LYric 4-4863 56-tf Have reflnished over 6,000 floors 3 people on skis. Everything
FRANK S BARGAIN SHOP
you need for boating.
170 Maverick Street
WILL GO ANYWHERE
FURN. and Unfurn. Apts.to let. in last 20 years in Knox County.
THOMASTON
PRICE REASONABLE
For
inside
or
outside
painting.
Tel.
LYric
4-5281,
25
Franklin
Inquire
In
person
at
11
JAMES
OPEN
TEL LYric 4-5160
Street
61-tf
also
paper
hanging.
Call
FRANK
STREET.
4-tf
CARLETON TAYLOR
.v'rrda.vs 8 a. in. - 6 p. m.
Across from Golf Coarse '' BRIDGES, JR The best of work STORE to let, $6.00 a week;
DRESSMAKING - Alterations So. Union
jjLtavs
1 p. m. • I p. m.
Coll STate 5-2141
tf 1 fully guaranteed. Tel- Rockland also, apts. V. F. STUDLEY, Tel. Coats and Suits. MRS. JEAN
'<
80-tf
82*lt
«< LYric 4-4505 QT 4-9714.
aaaaaaaaeeemeeaaaai: LYrie 4-not.
141-tf VIAI.LE. 16 Sumner Street. 3-tf

CLASSIFIED ADventures!

COURIER-

GAZETTE

and son are visiting his parents.
Dr. and Mrs. Harold Pratt, in
ROCKVILLE
Livermore Falls.
Mrs. Frederick R. Mills and
MISS JOSEPHINE TOLMAN
two daughters are visiting her
Correspondent
Tel. LYric 4-7622
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde T.
Millard at Dedham, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
Miss Joan Abbott is in England
Armstrong, Jr., and family of this summer for advance study
Winchester, Mass., are spending at the University of London.
this week with Mrs. Robert W.
Mr. and Mrs. Mathew Starr
Armstrong.
and son Donald and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Severson Elmer Starr of West Rockport
and family of Framingham, spent the Fourth of July weekend
Mass., are spending two week’s at Moosehead Lake on a fishing
vacation w’ith her parents. Mr. trip.
and Mrs. Philip Bramhall.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Keller and
Miss Joyce Farmer attended the
Church Notices
The Advent Christian Church family picnic and get-to-gether
invites Sunday worshippers to at the cottage of Mr. and Mrs.
its services. At 10 a. m., Pas Harry Bickmore at Damariscotta
tor Everett Pender will preach Lake on Monday. There were 54
from the topic, "The God that I present during the day.
Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts and grand
the Bible Reveals". Sunday
School at 11:15 for all ages under son, Earle Goff, of Kingston,
the leadership
of Stillman Mass., are visiting Mrs. Tibbetts’
Havener. Evening Gospel hour j son-in-law and daughter. Mr. and
at 7:30 p. m. Vocal instrumen Mrs. Alton Knowlton.
tal and congregational music.
The pastor will speak on the
subject. ‘'The Tragedy of Al
most”. Tuesday at 7:30 p. m., Pleasant Point
prayer and praise meeting.
MRS. FANNIE DAVIS
Thursday at 7 p. m„ Loyal
Correspondent
Workers service will be led by
Janet Simmons.
Summer Pastor
At the Friendship Methodist
We were very glad to again
Church, Rev. Frederick R. Mills welcome Rev. and Mrs. E. Story
will preach the second of a Hildreth of Brooklyn, Conn.,
series of sermons on “The and Friendship to serve as pas
Apostles' Creed" at the morn tor for the third summer at the
ing service of worship at 11 South Cushing Baptist Church.
o'clock on Sunday. The subject
The next servjce will be Sun
this week will be. “The Facts day, July 10, at 4 p. m. when
of Jesus Life.”
we will hear Miss Barbara Ken
Singing of well-known hymns ney of Massachusetts, as guest
is a feature ot the evening serv soloist.
ice of worship at 7:30 o’clock,
and the attendance is good.
Confession may be good for
Regular weekly meetings are the soul, but it’s often bad for
as follows: Sunday School at the reputation.
9:30 a. m. on Sunday, and La
dies' Aid at 2 p. m.. on Wed
nesday.
WANTED

OWLS HEAD
MRS. MARY DYER
Correspondent
Tel. LYric 4-7646

DRIVER - SALESMAN
FOR MILK ROUTE
In the Rockland Area

WRITE BOX L P.

c/o The Courier-Gazette
The Night Owl Extension
Group met Wednesday night at
the home of Mrs. Claire Coffey
with Mrs. Anita Killeran of
Cushing, guest leader, demon
strating the refinishing of furni
ture.
Several
pieces were
worked on by the members.
During the business session con
ducted by Mrs. Philip Barnes,
chairman, it was planned to hold
an auction on July 27 when the
group will have a cook-out at.
the home of Mrs. Barnes at 6
p. m. Members are to furnish
their own food and may bring
guests. Articles requested for
the auction are clothing, child
ren's toys and knick-knacks.
Other members present were
Mrs. Anthony
Gustin, Mrs.
Frank Hussey,
Mrs. Lying
Smith and Mrs. James Ent
wistle.
Owls Head Grange will meet
Tuesday night, July 12, at 8 p.
b. with a program presented b.v
the lecturer. Refreshments will
be serwed at the close of the
meeting.
Reginald—Smith and friends,
Richard Hurstak and David Cof
fey of Concord. Mass., were re
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
George Dyer.
Mr. and Mrs. George Dyer
and children Linda and Lewis
motored to Concord. Mass., over
the holiday where they visited
at the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Goodale. Linda
remained with her grandparents
for a visit and Mr. and Mrs.
Dyer were accompanied home
by her brother, Lewis Goodale
for a visit here.
Miss Sally Stinson is a surgi
cal patient at Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Hannes Salo and
family are occupying the Lorimer
Walker house at Crescent Beach
for the summer. The Salos were
occupants of the Annie Stackpole
house at Ingraham's Hill which
burned last week
Church News
Rev. Clevees Henderson of
Aroostook County will be candi
date speaker Sunday morning at
the Owls Head Baptist Church at
8:45 a. m. in place of Rev. Gray
who was to speak that day

South Thomaston
Recent callers at the home ol
Mr. and Mrs. John Bodman of
South Thomaston were: Mr. and
Mrs. John Hallett and children,
Jrian and Kathy of Averill
Park, N. Y.
Towers built in Little America
in 1928, 70 feet high, were found
to be only 36 feet high by an
other expedition in 1934. and 5
feet tall In 1954. The base had
not settled, but the snow had
ouilt up about them. The gen
erators on these towers still
generated current, and operated
lights.

Stating Age, Marital Status.
Availability and Telephone
Number.
82-84

FOR SALE
BY JILLSON
1. Beautiful 2 bedroom, 5
year old modified Cape Cod
just outside Camden on 65
acres. Completely modern,
constructed of lines! materi
als, conveniently planned and
decorated to please the most
discriminating. Large dining
room with beamed ceiling,
mahogany paneling, fireplace
and Dutch exterior door is
particularly lovely.
$22,560.
2. Fine Early American
modernized 4 room home with
heated sun parlor.
Large
rooms including living room
15’x2h’ with fireplace. Moun
tain and ocean view from pie.ure windows, excellent base
ment and large 2-car garage
on lot 16U’x350' in Owls Head.
$12,600.
3. Excellent 8 rooms - 2
baths - large landscaped cor
ner lot on Shaw Ave. in fine
residential area.
This fine
home is nicely decorated and
very well maintained and is
ready to nwte into. An extra
good buy at
$12,500.

4. Well located 7 rooms
and bath at North End, near
bus line. Two bedrooms and
new modern bath upstairs, 3
rooms and large sun parlor
downstairs.
A sound well
built home, very attractively
'tecorated and laid out. Has
one car garage. You will like
it at
$10,600.
5. Centrally located duplex
wllh extra apartment over
garage. This is a very good
house that needs redecorating
inside. An excellent value at
$10,700, but owner will con
sider lesser offer. Can pay
for itself.
6. Three bedroom home a
little outside but still in Rock'and. Has been recently re
decorated. Rooms are light
and well arranged; has a
commanding view ol Rockland
and the bay.
You Can’t Lose at $7,750.

In Camden we have listed
a number of very desirable
properries priced from $8,500
to $22,500.

CHARLES D.
JILLSON
REAL ESTATE
STRAWBERRY HILL
ROUTE 1
ROCKLAND
DIAL LYrie 4-8192
82-lt

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
TEXACO HAS FOR LEASE
(ON A GALLONAGE BASIS)

MODERN SERVICE STATION
ON U. S. ROUTE 1 IN WALDOBORO
PAID TRAINING TO MAN SELECTED
An Excellent Opportunity For the Right Man

FOR DETAILS CAU LY 4-5961, EVENINGS Cl 6-3271
7J-tt

fig* B|M
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Knox County Farm News ...

Grange Float Standout At Thomaston

County Agent's Corner
By Gilbert Jaeger,
County Ageut

Extension Women Learn To Cane Chairs

Dear Farmer:
Apple maggots have hatched,
blueberry maggots are being
taken care of, summer is here,
and so is the preliminary 1959
PLEASANT VALLEY GRANGE
farm census report.
Pleasant Valley Grange will
Just a few items from the re
hold a dues paying supper Tues
port without much comment.
day, July 12, at 6 p. m. at the
These figures are Knox-Lincoln
GAR Hall followed by a regular
meeting.
totals.
Mrs. Lina Carroll, chairman
Adjusting for changes in the 9k
of the Home Economics Commit
definition of a farm as used by
tee, announced at the last meet
the Census Bureau, we find
ing that all Pleasant Valley
we've lost 400 farms, about 1/4
Mt
Grange members showing their
less than we had in 1954.
1960 dues receipt will receive a
The figures show a loss of 333
free supper.
farms reporting milk cows. This
is a third less than in 1954. We
LIMEROCK VALLEY POMONA
only lost 521 cows, so I assume
On Sunday at 1 p. m. the
that at least part of the farms
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
not reporting cows were family
will hold a Field Day at the
cow farms. Actually, we gained
Laite Memorial Park. Bay View
ft 58.
almost 5200.000 from milk and
Street, Camden, if pleasant, and
cream sales despite the loss of
if
stormy, at Megunticook
Oil
cow numbers.
Grange Hall.
! !'t
.., w
Farms reporting chickens four
Picnic lunch at 1 p. m. There
.Il
months old or older show a 1/3
will be boiled lobsters on sale.
loss, yet the number of this
At 2 p. m. the American Le
chicken age group shows 695.000
gion Band of Camden, directed
THOMASTON—One of the highlights of the Thomaston Fourth of July parade. Monday, was birds for a 10 percent increase,
by Robert Bishop, will present
a float entered by the Weymouth Grange. On the float are three lovely young ladies, ^rom left
Farms reporting egg sa>,fcf
a concert.
to right, they are Brenda Smith, Beverly Sturks, and Lorraine Libby. The float depicted the interior (jroppe(j from 558 jn number
It is requested the choral
of a Grange Hall during degree work. It was carried on a flat bed truck.
1 370 during this five year period
group be present.
for a loss of 188 farms—again,
Plans for the Orono trip will
about a third loss. Yet we pro
Work
of
SCS
be discussed.
OWLS HEAD—Members of the Owls Head Day Extension group received instruction in chair
duced 9.3 million dozen eggs in
caning at their Wednesday meeting at the Grange Hall. Mrs. Martha Campbell of Warren was the
WARREN GRANGE
1959 as compared with 6.8 milIs
Explained
instructor. Shown above are Mrs. Robert Philbrook, left, and Mrs. Inez Montgomery, both of Owls
By Luella Crockett
lion dozen in 1954 for a 25 perHead, receiving instruction from Mrs. Campbell.
On Tuesday evening. Warren
To Granae Grouo cent gain in eggs sold. From
Grange held an open meeting.
**
* | these few figures, wre can see
bottom crusts together on rim.
After the flag presentation, the
NOBLEBORO—Work of the U. some of the trends in production
Then fold edge of top crust under
lecturer introduced Cheryl Stimp
S. Soil Conservation Service was per farm, per animal unit. We
bottom crust and flute. Bake in
son, lecturer of Warren Juvenile
hot oven i425'F.) 55 minutes, or
explained to members of the1 also can point up the sugges
Grange, who presented the follow
tions in the Congressional subuntil syrup boils with heavy bub
Nobleboro
Grange,
Tuesday committee for Agriculture's re
ing program:
prophets are not legally responsibles that do not burst.
By Henry Teague
Opening song, "America": flag
hie for the losses sustained by nlght-during aprogram which port of a few years ago when
Old Time Apple Dumplings
Many months ago numerous poul(rynien even though thelr followed thededication of a new they detailed a need for proper
quiz, lecturer: piano solo, Caro
2 cups sifted flour
Flag
lyn Perry; accordion solos. Judy
salaried persons connected in pre<jjCtions may have great bear- 50-star
“
schooling of our farm youth who
2 teaspoons baking powder
Roy Brown introduced E. W. would not be staying on the
Williams; safety skit, Norma
some way with the egg industry jng On the situation. About all
>2 cup shortening
Gammon, reader, Sharon and
2/3 cup milk
came out with predictions that we can do is to emphasize the Coffin of the Rockland office of farm; and for schooling °-^
Wanda Stimpson, Mary Perry,
6 baking apples
the prices on eggs would be fav- fact that price prophecying with- the USSCS who gave a talk adults who would be leaving tlk >W,
Connie Bowman and Teresa
farm. I have some copies of
% cup sugar
orable this year because so many out accurate information is a illustrated by colored slides.
He spoke of conservation this report which I will loan
Stein; “Taking Mas Advice”,
’4 teaspoon cinnamon
less pullets were being ordered service that we can well do withErnest Bowman; tree contest,
out in the future, even though Practices on the following farms: anyone interested.
1 tablespoon butter or margarine by poultry farmers.
lecturer: Hy-fi-lo-phone solos,
So far those predictions have poultry magazines editors may Norris Waltz Nobleboro, farm
Sincerely,
Milk
Norma Gammon; vocal duets,
Gilbert B. Jaeger,
Sift together flour, baking pow not materialized and the summer have a little more trouble filling drainage; Willis Moody WarSheila Parreault and Judy Wil
ren, drainage and land clearing;
County Agent
der and salt: cut in shortening. is about three weeks old. Those up their magazines.
iams; Hansel and Gretel Dance,
Perhaps I am a bit cynical, Merrill Payson. Warren, land
Stir in milk; mix until soft dough who put in chickens as a direct
eight girls; songs. Juvenile
d?a!r,3?..’ Thursday session.
is formed. Turn out; knead light result of those printed predic’ims but it seems to me that there has
Grange Chorus; flag drill, 10
A famiiy reunion and birthday
ly. Roll one-eighth inch thick; stand to lose a lot of money as been more "hogwash" than ever a"d Floyd Edmonds
girls; recitation. "Be Proud Of
cut into six squares. Core apples; do those who were going to start pouring from the typewriters of JleId- assisted with draining a paj.ty werg celebl.a[ed at the
Your Grange”, Bruce Stimpson;
the so-called poultry experts dm- 'arge swamp w’hich leturned ,home
.... of Mrs. John F. Holmes
peel; place on each square. Com pullets anyway.
it
closing songs, "America the
bine sugar and cinnamon; sprin
Now, egg price predictions ing the past couple of years. about five acres for early mow- of Martinsville over the holiday
Beautiful" and "The Star Span
kle into center of each apple. based on accurate information They love to enlarge on all sorts ing ol bayweekend. Guest of honor at the
gled Banner”.
_______ party was Mrs. Holmes' mother,
one-half teaspoon butter to concerning the number of layers of topics that mean very little to ____
US Add
The Circle March was won by
each. Moisten edges of dough; old and young that are likely to their poultrymen because there
Mrs. Clyde A. Drew of Bucks
Mary Perry.
press corners up over apples; be laying eggs this summer would are few facts mixed with their
NSVI LLE port, who was 79 on the third
Announcement was made that
Place in have been a very important serv- theories as is proven time and
of July. The second guest of
In the old days, the housewives brush with milk.
THE VERSATILE APPLE
Norma Gammon will represent
honor was Mrs. Drew’s great
had to wait for the apple harvest greased baking pan. Bake in ice to the poultrymen. It was again.
By Marjorie Mayo
Knox Pomona District when the
The fact is that eggs were supMr. and Mrs. Neil H. Borden, grandson. Robert Drew, II, celein the fall, before they could cook moderate oven <350^F.> 30 min pictured to us that there might
The
apple
with
its
crisp
tartJuveniles attend camp at Bryant
Serve with Sweet-Sour be a real shortage of eggs which posed to start a sustained rise jr., and their daughters, Mary brating his fourth birthday.
sweet flavor, has long been a and enjoy these tasty desserts, utes.
Pond the last of this month.
, would have meant that buyers two or three weeks ago and the Ann and Kimberly Page, of South Drew received telephone cali^x
but today the fruit is in the I Sauce. Makes six servings.
The Home Economics Commit favorite fruit with American peo market all year ’round, and des-1
Sweet-Sour Sauce
would have been bidding for eggs only direction any sizes have Acton. Mass., are guests at the from her daughter, Mrs. Scanlon
ple.
Three
of
its
popular
uses
tee will serve the public supper
and in turn we would have had gone is down. The situation is Watzinger cottage at Martins- m. Barnett of Caribou, and a
serts made with it can be a part 2 cups water
are:
eaten
raw.
baked
whole,
July 9th. Community service
favorable prices.
such that the retail customer al- ville. Mrs. Borden is the daugh- son, Paul W. Drew of Kenneof the menu at any time. Today % cup vinegar
committee will be in charge of or made into sauce. Applesauce with our modern utensils, ranges, % cup butter or margarine
At the present time no short- mosts never pays enough to give ter of Mrs. JohnF. Holmes of, wick. Wash. Another daughter,
served
w
’
ith
hot
buttered
biscuits,
the program next week.
% cup flour
age is In evidence. In fact eggs the farmer a reasonable return Martinsville.
Mrs. C. W. Bagley, was present
makes a delicious mouth-watering milled flour, shortening and gran
1 cup sugar
seem to be so plentiful that we on his eggs. This is not the fault ■ Mrs. W. Stewart Garniss of at the party, and two sons Carl
ulated
sugar,
foods
can
be
turned
end to a meal, or served with
1 teaspoon cinnamon
often get reports that the larger of the customer to be. but It cer- Melrose, Mass., an early season and Ray Drew.
roast pork or chops, bring out out that would make our ances
CUSHING
sizes are more than ample in tainly is going to be a hard Job to guest at the Anchorage in Mar
tors' eyes stick out in disbelief. ts teaspoon nutmeg
Guests were: John Holmes,
the flavor of the meat.
Heat
water,
vinegar
and
but

supply. This is a sickening blow get egg prices back in the profit tinsville, is on her way to Italy Mr. and Mrs. Carl Drew of
Tapioca
used
in
fruit
pies,
make
Indeed, the apple was so much
LAWRESTON C. CRUTE
a favorite, that proverbs were them keep their fresh flavor, and ter together. Combine remain to the poultrymen of Maine who column unless there is a real on a European trip. She has Sandy Point: Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Correspondent
Telephone FL 4-2293
made up about them, such as, the juices thicken to perfection, ing ingredients; mix thoroughly. started those pullets with high shortage — a big enough short- visited Scotland, Norway, Den- Drew of Lisbon Falls; Robert
Drew of Bucksport; Fred Drew’
"An apple a day keeps the doc staying glistening and clear. Stir into hot mixture; cook over hopes of recouping some of their age so that consumer resistance mark and Sweden.
to price will not be a controlling
The Ladies’ Circle of the Ridge of Lisbon Falls; Mr. and Mrs.
Apple pie can be served hot or low heat, stirring until thickened. serious losses.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hall of tor away" and the seldom heard
cold, many people liking sharp Pour warm over apple dumplings.
We will have to admit that the factor.
Baptist Church at Martinsville C. W. Bagley. Mr. and Mrs.
Miami, Fla., are visiting her one “An apple in the night puts
cheese served with it. Another Makes about two and one-half
met at the home of Mrs. John Duncan Hall and Mr. and Mrs.
the
dentist
to
flight".
In
Ameri

mother, Mrs. Mary Hall, for a
cups.
The subject for the day will be er-in-law and sister, Mr. and Sawyer in Martinsville Thursday. Lester Moriarity, all of Augusta;
ca this fruit has a long history. favorite way to serve it is with a
few days.
dip of ice cream on top.
"Know Your Neightbor, Argen- Mrs. Elmer Keller, left Wednes- du'Y "• f°r a dessert luncheon Mr. and Mrs. Neil H. Borden,
Mrs. Lana Killeran was a re The Pilgrims held it in such high
Here is an old fishioned apple
tina" with Mrs. Mary Spear in day for Kenduskeag and East which wps followed by a business jr., and daughters Mary A.n^^
esteem,
that
they
brought
the
cent guest of Herman Killeran of
Corinth where she will visit meeting. Mrs. Fred Shumaker, j and Kim of South Acton, Mas?,;
charge.
seeds with them to this country, pie with a modern twist, and also
Hawthorne's Point.
a recipe for old time apple ROCKPORT
conducted the meeting and led Mrs. Allan Marston and daugliBlue Fin Skin Divers met on relatives.
Miss Laurel Stone recently planted them, and waited im dumplings:
the devotions for the day. A re ter Claude of Vergennes, Vt.,
MRS.
HERBERT
CROCKETT
patiently
for
them
to
grow
so
that
Those
from
Rockport
who
at

Tuesday
evening
at
the
Club
spent a few days with Miss
port was given on the lobster roll and Mrs. C. W LeRoux of Ten
Correspondent
Apple Pie
Sharon Young of Pleasant Point. they could bake them in a crust
House. A qualification dive was tended the Scout meeting at the
Telephone CEdar 6-3592
luncheon and silent auction held ants Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Maloney made of cornmeal and maple 1‘2 tablespoons quick cooking
held off the Rockland breakwa Farnsworth Museum in Rock
July 4. and it was announced that
tapioca
and Mrs. E. K. Maloney were in sap, the first American apple
ter. Those diving were LeRoy land were: Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
$180 was realized. Plans were
A billion onc-dollar bills,
pie.
*4
cup
sugar
Medomak recently as guests of
Polky,
Park Barrows, Mrs. Mildred Roberts.
Mrs. Roland Richards is a pa- Morey, Cecil
made for a quilt exhibition and placed end to end, would reach
The apple pie has become, over 's teaspoon salt
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman.
: tlent at the Camden Community Spofford. John Mitchell, Ver It was voted to hold the Cub tea. which will be held July 28 four times around the world.
Mrs. Cassie Hyler of Friend the years, the All-American fav ;14 teaspoon cinnamon
nard Simmons, Edgar Post. Scout Jubilee on July 23 on the
Hospital.
from 2:30 to 4:30 p. m. at the
Some men can tell, by looking
ship visited her son and family. orite dessert, and is the one most ■ i teaspoon nutmeg
Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. John Peter Stein, Chester Butler, grounds of Rockport Elementary Martinsville Grange Hall. There at a gal, what kind of a Past
Registration will be
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hyler, a often ordered by American men. 5 cups thinly sliced peeled fresh son and children, Stuart and James Balano and Hugh Wil School.
were 17 members present at the she's going to have.
apples
short time ago.
Claire, of Queens Village, N Y., liams with Lewis Stockford in held at 12. Games will start at
Pastry
for
two
crust
9
inch
pie
12:30
p.
m.
Mrs. A. Burnett of Massachu Lawry. Mrs. Phyllis Flinchbaugh
and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hamilton charge. James Balano was ad
setts. who has been at Grant and Mrs. Donald Flinchbaugti. 2 tablespoons butter
and children. David and Richard, mitted as a new member. There
Those participating are from
Money-saving news for farmers
Neck, has returned home.
Jr., and daughter Marjorie of
Combine quick cooking tapioca, of Waltham. Mass., are visiting will be another dive, July 19, at the towns of Rockland, Rockport,
Mrs. Eveline Marshall of East this town and East Natick. Mass., sugar, cinnamon, nutmeg, and at the home of Mr. and Mrs. a place to be announced. The Thomaston, Camden and 6t.
Friendship, Dr. Frances Burnett ar.d Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Chad apples. Let stand about 15 min Don Johnson. Commercial Street. next regular meeting will be George.
of Massachusetts, Mrs. Donald wick of Warren were all recent utes. Roll half the pastry one- 1 Members of Harbor Light Tuesday evening at the club
Mr. and Mrs. Linton Lane of
Faulkingham and children of guests of Mr. and Mrs. Homer eighth inch thick. Line a nine Chapter. OES. who are planning house.
Augusta and George Lane of
inch pie pan and trim pastry at to attend the reception for Mrs.
Marshall.
Guests Wednesday of Mr. and Lewiston have been visiting at
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Paulsen edge of rim. Roll remaining Phyllis Maddox at Vinalhaven, Mrs. Donald Pierce and family, the Lane and Baker home ou
of Bar Harbor have been the pastry one-eighth inch thick and Sunday, July 17. are asked to West Street, were her mother. Elm Street.
Fine Grain Developing
guests of her parents. Mr. and cut several two inch slits or a contact Mrs. Orra Burns, secre Mrs. Roscoe Simmons and her
tv Six met Wednesday eveand Jumbo Prints
fancy design near the center. tary. so shc may notify thc host sister. Mrs. Alden Lawry of njng at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Melville Maloney.
8 exp. roll .. .. .. .. .. .. . SO
Dean Hall has been in Boston Fill the pie with apple mixture. chapter. The boat will leave Friendship.
Mrs. Gene Howe, Camden. Re
on business.
Dot with butter. Moisten edge Rockland at 8:30 a. m and re The Rockport Baptist Church freshments were served by the
12 exp. roll.. .. .. .. .. .. . 75
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Hall and of bottom crust. To adjust top turn at 3 p. m.
Sunday School will hold its an hostess.
Send for price lists
Rhu Gleason went to Monhegan crust, fold pastry in half or roll
Mrs. Adelaide Pettegrove and nual picnic, Saturday, at Sandy
Johnson Society met Wednes
on black and white and
loosely on rolling pin; center on Mrs. Vinie Johnson visited Thurs Shores. Members are to meet day at the home of Miss Marion
last week to visit friends.
Richard Chadwick of Thomas filling. Open slits with a knife. day at Bangor.
color service
at the church at 9:30 a. m. and Weidman. Members worked on
ton spent thc weekend of the 19th Well opened slits are important
Rockport Extension Group will all are to take their own lunch. articles for their annual fair
DELUX PHOTO SERVICE
with David Saastamoir.en. They to permit escape of steam during meet July 21 at the Boat Club.
Mr. and Mrs. George Nash which will be held July 27.
Box 546
Bar Harbor, Me.
camped out on Gay Island and baking.' Trim top crust, allow The dinner committee will be and children of Randolph. Mass.,
Airman Walter Pendleton re
Remit with Coin, No Stamps
43-tf later went deep sea fishing with ing it to extend one-half inch over Mrs. Mildred Rhodes, Mrs Lil have been guests of his grand turned Wednesday to his base
the rim. To seal, press top and lian Clough and Mrs. Ethel Peers. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roland in Massachusetts, after spending
Maurice Chadwick
Crockett.
a few days with his mother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Noddin Vera Pendleton, Beech Street.
of South Carolina are staying at
MALCOLM THE MILKMAN
by ROUND TOP DAIRY
the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Norbeck while Be Your
fifirvr / J HUSH,you
THERE...SOME DELICIOUS \
JAM PACKED Wl
Noddin is attending the Univer
A S'LLY ^AST...
COOL, MILK.' PACKED WITH
/CONFOUND
TASTY
GOODNESS.
sity of Maine.
SNAP/. - . 1) I'LL HAVE TO
Brothers Keeper
; it... i
VITAMINS AND MINERALS, J
QUARTA DAY
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. McCor
(OVERSOLD .
, GIVE YOU THE
Here’a the mod efficient, cleanest-buming
WHOLESOME AHO REFRESH
--------- PSYCHIATRIST;
.KEEPS,
HE
BRUTE"
SNARl.LX HAKPSELL/i ING.. LOVED BY CHILDREN
mick of Dorchester. Mass., have
AWAY/
home heat you can buy: Gulf Solar Heat. It’s
ANO ADULTS ALIKE ..ALSO
arrived for the summer and are
BY CALVES / ,________ safe, dependable, burns evenly, completely. It’e
1
staying
at
the
Ralph
Buzzell
AH
vi
L 1 3
home on Amsbury Hill.
economical, too—givea you more clean heat
72
Those staying at the Buzzell
per gallon. Next tankful, try Gulf Solar Haat.
cottages for the season are Mr
. '/v
5
J
and Mrs. Edwin R Barnes of
$ /
Cambridge. Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
For fast, dependable service
Edward Pickard, of Rochester.
N. Y„ Mrs. Harriette Bonney call your Gulf Farm Dealer:
and Miss Katharine Bonney of
aI,
JStamford. Conn.
Rockport Thimble Club will
MARITIME OIL COMPANY
It really isn't hard to sell anyone on the healthful ingredients
meet Tuesday noon for dinner1
DISTRIBUTORS
at the home of Mrs. Elizabeth
Lowell.
*
* ”' *
PHONE ROCKLAND LYric 4-5377
milk contains. And its fresh, wonderful taste is really something!
ROCKLAND
SEARSPORT
Mrs. Arthur Crawford of MeJohn Quincy Adams was the
LY
44487
Kl 8-2505
or DAMARISCOTTA LOcust 3-3708
tuchen, N. J., who has been first President to be photo104-S-A*
82-lt
. visiting for a month her broth- graphed, in 1847,

Grange Comer

55S

Gulf Solar Heaf

is ultra-clean

super-refined!

SOLAR HEAT

heating oil

ROUND TOP DAIRY

